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Morning low
clouds and fog
clear to sunny
skies.
Highs in the 70s.

Mass transit
users learn that
life is a
bumpy road.
See page 2...
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Coaches
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to coach
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Buildings to be torn down

Fire investigation
causes hang-ups
By Kevin Valine
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Spare change was at a premium last week for Spartan
Village residents when their
phones didn’t work because
of the Oct. 9 fire at the Old
Field House, adjacent to
Spartan Stadium.
"It was a pain. I wasted all
my laundry quarters (on pay

Thursda). ()ctober 20, 1991

Master plan designates 1 3 older campus structures temporary
By Joanne Griffith Domingue

phones)," said Spartan Village
resident Tanya Eckert, a senior public relations major.
But Spartan Village residents will be able to recoup
their quarters.
Karen McCarty, San Jose
State University telecommunications director, said she is
See Fire, page 6

Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

Mention "temporary building"
to Josh Williams, a freshman
from Redding, and he says
"mobile home." He certainly
doesn’t think of his red brick
residence, Hoover Hall, as a
temporary building.
"It doesn’t look like it’s going
anywhere," Williams said.
But according to the San Jose
State University campus master

plan approved in 1993, Lou
Henry Hoover Hall at San Carlos
and Eighth streets is a temporary building. In fact, all six of
the red brick Residence Halls
Allen,
Markham,
Moulder,
Hoover, Royce and Washburn
are temporary.
In addition to the six "red
bricks," seven more campus
buildings, for a total of 13, are
designated temporary: Building
BB, home of SJSU Intercollegiate

Athletics, on Ninth Street; the
Science building on Fourth Street;
Building G, University Police, on
Fifth Street; Building FF, Alumni
House, on San Carlos Street;
Building Q, Career Planning and
Placement, on Ninth Street; the
automated bank teller kiosk in
front of Building Q; and Scheller
house on San Carlos Street.
"Temporary means," said
Alan Freeman, SJSU director of
space management and faciii-

By Lana M. Jang
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Returning students benefit

Morris Dailey Auditorium
hosts today’s performance

By Nancy J. Zamani
Spartan Daily Stall Wnter

When a person feels their chest vibrating and
heart racing to the beats of San Jose Taiko, they
have found the spirit of the Japanese drum.
That same spirit is coming to San Jose State
University’s Morris Dailey Auditorium tonight at
7:30 pm and the audience can plan to share in the
excitement and harmony SJT produces.
As a part of SJSU’s Homecoming Week, SJT
returns for a performance that mixes traditional Japanese rhythms with African, Latin,
jazz and other rhythms to create a unique sound
representative of the diversity of San Jose Taiko’s
hometown.
San Jose Taiko was founded in 1973 by AsianAmericans in downtown San Jose who knew nothing of Taiko or its traditions, Roy Hi rabayshi, SJSU
alumnus and SJT artistic director said.
The Asian-American studies program at SJSU
was a catalyst for the development of SJT because it initially helped foster interest in cultural
pride, expression and community involvement. Of
the eight founding members of SJT, six are SJSU
alumni.
With the help of other Taiko groups around the
Bay Area and Japan, SJT learned the disciplines,
traditions and rhythms of Japanese Taiko, then
added a contemporary twist with other culturally
diverse sounds.
That diversity can be witnessed with the incorporation of the "shek’er’e," or shakers, which can
be seen in some forms of Latin music but are usually not incorporated in traditional Japanese Taiko.
Japanese Taiko is a combination of many drums
and instruments ranging from the Odaiko, a large
bass drum, to the Shime, a high-pitched small

CHRIS GONZAIIS SPARTAN

June Pratt
Planning commissioners took a
closer look at the complaints of
residents of the Naglee Park neighborhood Oct. 12, and voted to
restrict residents in a guest house
to 12 at 545 E. San Carlos St.
The off-campus property has an
absentee owner, Glen Mendell,

Dun

Man Honda, who has been with San Jose Talk() for two and a half years, practices her routine
for tonight’s performance in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

Naglee residents fight disruptions
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

See Buildings, page 8

Continuing
education an
alternative

Taiko drums
beat on SJSU

See Talk, page 8

ties planning, "when you no
longer have a use for them
(buildings) and replacement
space has been provided, we
are authorized by California
State University trustees to
demolish (the buildings)."
It does not mean these building are unsafe.
"There are no earthquake
problems, no unsafe situations,

who had requested 16 residents to
maintain economic viability.
It has a conditional use permit
for a legal, nonconforming guest
house in an R-1 residence district
and has been a source of contention for several years.
But neighbors hope the limitation of residents will help eliminate some of the problems.

A buzzword at San Jose State University is
"state-supported." In an era of budget cuts, it
replaces "state-funded" to describe class funding. The Office of Continuing Education, as a
self-supporting program, plays an important
role.
"We are being seen as a revenue-generating
system for the university," Interim Dean Paul
M. Bradley said.
Students enrolled in "Continuing Ed" include:
those returning to college after several years,
those improving their knowledge in specific
areas, those wishing to change careers, or
those seeking career advancement.
The Open University program is available
year-round and includes Summer and Winter
sessions. Students can join regular classes on
campus, on a space-available basis, and receive
academic credit.
Today, Open University continues, but other
Professional
programs are available too.
Development programs in Extended Education
offer certification for generally job-related purposes and include training in supervision and
management, professional and technical communication, tourism, professional selling, construction and international marketing. Most
offer certification, not academic credit.
"These programs are meant to augment the
regular university," said Jeff Beck, director of
Extended Education.
Many of these classes are at the new
Professional Development Center which
opened Aug. 1 at the South Bay Office Tower
along Highway 17 (3031 Tisch Way. Suite 200
Plaza East.)
Continuing Ed can be expensive, but the cost
is the same for both California resident and
See Classes, page 6

Bizarre bazaar

Lisa Hettler-Smith, an SJSU business student and Naglee Park
homeowner, said, "It was the proper decision and progress has been
made."
"We’ll see lithe house Is operated in a safe and sane matter, and it
Is now a wait and see situation,"
See Residents, page 6

Historic Cahill train station gets face lift
June Pratt
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Wall plaster, marble floors and
wooden benches were more than
50 years old at the San Jose train
station. It was up to Caltrans
Project Manager Mike Power and a
team of architects and engineers
to preserve and repair them
not replace them.

According to Power, this was
the nature of the construction
work, which began in February
1992 to rehabilitate and restore
the railroad station on Cahill
Street as a historical landmark.
The three-story Italian renaissance revival-style station, flanked
by two-story wings, is a major
transit center for CalTrain coin-

muters from Gilroy to San Francisco. The rail line has been operating for more than 100 years and
the station has been providing
service on Amtrak and buses.
Eduardo Espinoza, SJSU electrical engineering major, who commutes to San Jose from Palo Alto,
admired the remodeling of the staSee Transit, page 8
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SPOTAN DAR

Leonard Brown, left, and Christian Steller from the Sigma Phi fraternity call out to passersby to buy their cuisine at the A.S.-sponsored Multicultural Food Bazaar Wednesday The
bazaar, held on Ninth Street by the Student Union, continues today from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
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Meandering Missive

Light Rail commute
proves enlightening
I’ve become a fan of local public transit.
Although I have a (usually) reliable car, I now
rely more on the Light Rail. This not only helps
me contribute to a reduction of pollution and
traffic, it also reduces my stress at cruising parking garages or streets looking for that elusive
space I can squeeze into without power steering.
Perhaps the greatest benefit of Light Rail, however, is the opportunity for learning and the
entertainment it offers intrepid riders.
Thanks to some wily wordsmiths, you can now
obtain illegal drugs and improve your appearance all in one ride. "Pull cord to request pot"
instead of "stop" is seen on the wall beneath the
pull-cords of at least one vehicle. The move to
legalize marijuana has hit the rails too, it seems.
In another vehicle, the sign warning people not
to stand in the step well lost six letters to read
"do not tan in well." Why pay money at tanning
salons when you can catch some rays just as easily through the windows of the Light Rail?
I don’t condone these acts of petty vandalism,
but I can’t help but find them amusing now that
the novelty of the rail travel itself has worn off.
What will never wear off is my love of watching
and listening to the riders.
There’s the "cool dude" swaying to loud music
on his personal radio, oblivious to everything
else. How does he get off at the right station? He
can’t see it; his eyes are closed. He can’t hear it
being announced with headphones blaring in his
ears. He’s probably just memorized the number
of starts and stops before his destination so that
his brain automatically rouses him before "the
doors are closing...."
Often I find myself near two female friends gabbing about their love lives or lack thereof. I fit this
category myself so I always pay attention. The

columnist

other day, a woman was complaining about a lack
of communication between her and the man she
is (or was) dating. I was getting depressed until
her sense of humor came through.
In relating how the guy felt he was being
"kicked around," she told her friend that her jesting reply had been, "well, my dog’s dead so I can’t
kick it around anymore!" They both laughed. I
wanted to join them, but didn’t for fear of revealing my empathetic eavesdropping.
One time I sat near some hearing-impaired riders who made me wish I knew sign language.
Whatever the topic, it was apparently very funny
because they kept up a lively conversation for
many miles. It reminded me that you don’t have
to understand a language to share its meaning
through facial expressions and laughter.
Another time I sat across from a woman who
kept staring at my hair. She finally asked ill had a
perm. I told her it was natural and that the waves
really annoyed me when I was younger. To this
she exclaimed, "Honey, don’t you ever cut it or
do anything to it! God gave you something very
special."
I don’t know how much credence I’d give to a
deity, but the woman did give me a different perspective on something I usually take for granted.
It moved me to get a compliment from a total
stranger. I’m similarly moved to find many people
readily offer their seats if I lumber onto the vehicle loaded with books and backpack.
When I began riding Light Rail, I thought of it as
simply the shortest distance between two points.
I now realize that part of the experience is the
actual journey.
Shari Kaplan is a Daily columnist. Her
column appears every other Thursday.

Letters to the Editor

Future of smokeless air becoming hazy
Dear Editor:
Cigarettes don’t just kill people who smoke. they also kill
people who choose not to
smoke.
Heart disease claims the lives
of 35.000 to 40,000 people annually. Each year, lung cancer
claims 3,000 lives. These deaths
are caused by the carcinogen in
environmental tobacco smoke.
Environmental
The
Protection Agency estimates
that 5,000 to 9,000 non-smoker
lives could be saved annually,
as well as the lives of 33,000 to

99,000 smokers if Proposition
188 does not pass.
Local and state governments
currently hold the ability to regulate smoking in California. If
passed, Proposition 188 would
override any of the regulations
that have already been set up
by state and local governments.
Overriding the established
regulations, the proposition will
allow smoking to resume in
restaurants, cafeterias, private
offices and business conference
rooms.
Ventilation systems will be
required where smoking is per-

mitted. Unfortunately, the systems will only remove the odor
of tobacco smoke, not the
harmful carcinogens.
If Proposition 188 passes, we
are all in danger. The dangerous
carcinogens in second hand
smoke will continue harming
our families and friends.
We must stop the premature
deaths caused from the effects
of second hand smoke. Vote NO
on Proposition 188.

Dear Editor:
Of all the problems San Jose
State University is facing these
days. I find it bewildering that
students have focused their
energies on getting fast food
chains to the campus.
As a result of student protest
and pressure, the food service
monopoly, Spartan Shops,
which is leased by the
University, is being forced to
allow fast food venues to set up
shop here on campus.
One would think that the lack
of funding for professors would
be the number one concern of
students. Other issues such as
fee increases and a diminishing
course selection here at the
University would seem to be
major concerns as well.
Instead, the main complaint
is that Spartan Shops Inc. does
not offer enough good tasting
food and is too expensive.
Well, what better solution

than a fast food chain.
One would wonder what rating scale is being used when,
rather than having mediocre
tasting food cooked up in bulk
quantity, greasy, low nutrient
food is the chosen alternative.
It is interesting that students
are not even lobbying for a
healthier food vendor, such as a
health food store or a vegetarian restaurant to come onto
Campus.

There are many diverse
choices of fast foods surrounding the campus but health conscious venders are in the minority.
In the last few years, the
Health Services department has
aggressively stepped up its
nutrition and health awareness
outreach programs.
They offer free cholesterol
testing, nutrition workshops,
and wellness clinics. Even with
these educational programs
occurring on campus, students

will still choose the high fat,
high cholesterol, artery clogging meals. I just don’t get it.
Several years ago there was a
food co-op down the street from
campus. This was a great alternative to fast food.
Rather than pushing for Carl’s
Jr. or McDonalds to set up shop
on campus, why not push for a
student food co-op?
One would think that with the
emphasis on wellness and fitness, people would "get with
the program" and demand to
have the option of good, nutritional food.
This is a campus with highly
educated individuals who, one
would assume, would have a
certain level of awareness
regarding good eating habits.

Faculty Advisers
Mack Lundstrom
Jim McNay

Forum Editor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
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Letters to the Editor

Bikes? Campus should ban students
Dear Editor
The administrators of the
SJSU campus are environmental
terrorists! They have banned all
clean transportation (skates,
skateboards, roller blades, and
bicycles).
However, they allow gasoline
powered vehicles on campus
such as trucks, service vehicles,
lawn mowers, and cars.
The decision is not a safety
issue! If it were a safety issue,
then all vehicles should be
banned. If it were a safety issue,
how can they allow University
Police to ride their bicycles on
campus?
Surely, all the accidents that
have occurred are not the bicyclists’ fault alone. I see students
walk into each other everyday.
Students don’t look where they
are going.
If students don’t look where
they are going, then all vehicles
should be banned.
For safety reasons all students in wheel chairs should be
banned, because an unaware
student may get hurt if they col-

lide with a wheel chair.
All students with devices
such as braces, crutches, walkers, and canes should be
banned because an unaware
student may get hurt if he/she
trips on the device.
All blind and deaf students
should be banned because a
student might collide with the
blind or deaf student.
All students should be
required to wear helmets when
on campus for they may fall and
hurt themselves. All students
who walk around with their
shoelaces untied should be
banned, they might hurt themselves.
All students should be
they
banned from campus
might hurt themselves!
In truth, the administrators
are student terrorists.
All their decisions are not for
the connivance of the student,
but for their own personal
image so that SJSU may compare favorably with other campuses and so our campus looks
pretty but is non-functional.
It does not meet the needs of

the student. Students are why
the campus exists. Have the
administrators every heard of
word-of-mouth advertising?
Probably not.
The different student organizations and services do not
cooperate with each other and
even censor advertising of
other student clubs, services
and organizations to the students who belong to them (such
as housing).
To illustrate how in-touch
with the students the administrators of our campus are, they
are giving away bicycles in the
lobby of the Event Center.
ATTENTION! After the "renovation" of 7th, 9th and San
Carlos streets, all bicycles will
be banned.
This letter may make me
seem like a lunatic, but you
know what they say, "When in
Rome, do like the Remans do! "
Terence Curtis
Graduate
Art

Under Prop 187, state will need saving
Dear Editor:
Everyone is familiar with the
saying "don’t cut off your nose
just to spite your face." If
Californians pass Proposition
187, the "Save Our State" initiative, they are failing to heed age
old advice.
If passed the state will be sacrificing billions of dollars, revenue which will be lost by the
very hospitals and schools
including colleges, that proponents of the bill claim are currently overburdened by illegal
immigrants.
The proposition calls for the
denying of all but emergency
health care to illegal immigrants. Proponents say that this
will save the state some $100
million a year.
What they haven’t considered are the future costs.
Many diseases are publicly
contagious. By failing to treat

illegals, you put at risk the general populace. As well, by denying illegal immigrants access to
an item such as prenatal care
you are actually denying medical care to the future American
citizen they carry.
But the real loser will be our
public schools.
Prop. 187 calls for all public
school teachers and administrators to report any "reasonably
suspected" illegal alien children
to either the California Attorney
General or the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. It also
requires that all students prove
their citizenship or be expelled
from school.
Under Prop. 187 colleges will
have to verify the citizenship of
term.
every
students
Supporters say that, by excluding the illegals accessing the
system, our schools and colleges will save nearly $1.2 billion annually. They are wrong.

The initiative will not save
our schools a penny, but
instead cost our children billions.
For example, the initiative
fails to fund any of the investigations it calls for. Start-up
costs for such programs have
been estimated at $100 million.
Secondly, there is currently
no way to validate citizenship.
Just look in your wallet. How
would you prove to someone
you were not an illegal alien?
What this bill is attempting to
control the flow of illegal
do
Immigrants by somehow lessening any insensitive to come over
won’t work. If supporters of
Prop. 187 want to make a
change, then they should petition the federal government to
close the borders.
Vote "no" on 187.
John A. Cormier
Public Relations

Opinion page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a
to promote
daily forum
a "marketplace of ideas."
Any letter or column for

the Opinion page must be in the
Letters to the Editor’s box In the
Daily
newsroom,
Spartan
Dwight Bentel Hall 209.

Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, signature and major.
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of new border policy unclear
Sparta Guide Effects
U.S. gain could
SJSUS WEEKLY CALENDAR
IOW
AS. Program Board
Multicultural Food Bazaar, 11
a.m.-2 p.m., San Carlos & 9th
Streets and Concert: B-String
Jazz Quartet, Noon, SU
Ampitheatre and Booth Banner
Decorating Contest, 11 a.m.-2
p.m., San Carlos & 9th Streets.
Call 924-6261.

Bath, England Exchange
Program

Information Meeting, 12:30-1:20
p.m., SH 344. Call Lou, 924-2484.

CAIMECA Project

Staff for individual Rights
Movie: "Common Threads:
Stories from the Quilt," Noon-2
p.m. (free), SU Guadalupe Room
Call Martha, 924-7106.

kSparU inrIble_ae tit Arts
nt
"Beyond the Track," by Paul
Fernandes, 8 p.m., Hal Todd
Studio Theatre. Call 9244555.

fridaY
AS. Campus Recreation
Badminton League Sign Ups end
10/28. Call Mike, 924-5950

Pn3gram Board

Meeting, 6 p.m., Chicano
Research Center ( WLC 3rd
Flo()r). Call Patty, 279-6917.

Rally and Yellfest, Noon, SU
Amphitheater.

Campus Crusade for Christ

Chinese Campus Fellowship

Meeting, 8 p.m., SU Almaden
Room. Call Al, 275-6518.

Bible Study, 2:30-5 p.m., Costanoan Room. Call Joe, 286-9529.

Career Planning
& Placement

aalnrultulfe167

Co-op Orientation, 12:30 p.m., al
Almaden Room and Emerging
Computer
Careers
in
Technologies, 2 p.m., ENG 189
and On Campus Interview
Orientation, 3:30 p.m., SU
Almaden Room. Call 924-6033.

Department of Meteorology
Seminar Determination of Cloud
Radiative Properties by Aircraft
& Surface Measurements, Dr.
Peter Pilewskie, NASA/Ames
Research Center, Noon, OH 615.
Call 924-5200.

Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual
Student Alliance

Film: "Farewell My Concubine,"
11:30 am., SH 241. Call Dr. Yao,
924-4613.

LDSSA Friday Forum
Halloween Service Project, 12:30
p.m , LI YS Institute Building.

M.E.ChA
Mmeeting, 2 p.m., Chicano
Library Resource Center. Call
Ernesto, 2.58-4385.

Muslim Student Association
Juma-Prayer, 1-1:30 p.m., SU
Costanoan Room. Call Nadeem,
985-7715.

SJSU Fencing Club

Scavenger Hunt, 2-3:30 p.m., SU
Costanoan Room. Call Bill or
Hyde, 236-2002.

Meeting and Practice, 5:307:30p.m., SPX 089. Call John,
280-6019.

Chicanos/Latinos in Health
Education

San Jose State Folk Dance
Club

Mandatory Meeting, 5 p.m., OH
505. Call Vince, 226-2219.

Hispanic Business
Association
Meeting, 4-5:30 p.m., SU Council
Chambers. Call Javier, 3E38569.

The listening Hour

International FolkdanceClass
(Beginners welcome-no partners needed), 8-9 p.m.: teaching,
9-10:30 p.m.:requests, SPX
089. Call Mildred, 293-1302 or Ed,
287-6369.

SJSU Ice Hockey Team

Opera San Jose: Cosifantutte, La
Traviata, 12:30-1:15 p.m., MB
Concert Hall. Call 924-4631.

SJSU vs. Northern Arizona,
8 p.m., Ice Centre of San Jose.
Call Brent, 924-8928.

Pre-Dental Student
Association

Student Urion 25th Annivessoly
Consuittee

Meeting, 1:30-2:30 p.m., DH 344.
Call Phuong, 227-2600.

Concert: Elvin Bishop, 4-6 p.m.,
SU Ampitheatre. Call Judy,

SportoGvide is Fneel1111 and available to students. faculty and stall orgonotaeons Deadline is 5prn two days bel
publbrotton Forms ore available at Me Spartan Deify CoMent may be edited to allow for spore resmcnons

hurt conditions
across border
TIJUANA, Mexico (AP)
Ramiro Robles rubs the sleep
from his eyes as he steps off the
green and white Border Patrol
bus in Mexico
Heading a line of illegal immigrants, he pushes through a
turnstile gate that clangs loudly
and steps back onto Mexican
soil, his hopes dashed by
Operation Gatekeeper.
In its first two weeks, the latest effort to seal the U.S.Mexico border to illegal immigration has worked like a
charm, the Border Patrol
claims.
Arrests jumped initially and
then leveled out as word spread
that manpower on the U.S.
side had doubled. Some
illegal crossers are moving farther east.
But lost in the hoopla over
the new U.S. operation are worries that frustrated crossers
like Robles could harm Mexican
border cities already straining under poverty and over
crowding.
City planners, activists and
demographers in Tijuana predict the number of homeless
and penniless unsuccessful
crossers here could swell, in
turn fueling crime and despair.
Jobs can’t be created fast
enough, these advocates say.
They fear Tijuana’s shanty-

prosecutors from state, local
and federal agencies throughout Southern California.
Manella said the U.S. Justice
Department and her office
have made the prosecution of
environmental crimes one of
its top priorities along with
violent crime and health
care fraud.
Speakers including Los
District
Angeles
County
Attorney Gil Garcetti said
working cooperatively would
help agencies strengthen
cases against environmental
criminals, such as companies
that circumvent regulations
for disposal of hazardous
waste and improperly dump
untreated waste at sea.
"I welcome the additional
cooperation we will receive
from the federal government,"
Garcetti said.
"We’ve seen it work effectively with the FBI on other
law enforcement matters."
Conference participants discussed their investigatory

have an impact on a city."
Tijuana’s police chief is blaming a 10 percent increase in
petty crime on a perceived
bulge in migrants’ ranks. The
city has set up two shelters for
migrants and is considering a
third one.
According to one recent city
study, 40 percent of the people
caught
under
Operation
Gatekeeper are choosing to
wait in Tijuana until the U.S.
mood is again more conducive
to crossing.
"I don’t think there is suddenly going to be a huge population of people in these Mexican
cities," said Norma Ojeda, a
demographer at Colegio de la
Frontera Norte in Rosarito,
Mexico.
"But even 10 more people
will exert a pressure on services that these cities are not
equipped to provide," she said.
It won’t be the first time a
change in border enforcement
has had ripple effects on
Tijuana.
In the 1930s and again in the
1960s, hundreds of thousands
of Mexicans and MexicanAmericans were deported and
deposited just over the border.
The Tijuana neighborhood of
Colonia Libertad sprung up as
the result.
Night after night, Rocio
Quintero hears testimonials
from the new crop of failed border crossers.
Quintero, 18, works the night
shift at a family-run, round-theclock concession stand jerry-

built against the corrugated
metal border fence.
Blue tarps cover a veritable
convenience store bags of
potato chips, bottled waters
and instant soup and plastic to
protect the feet of Tijuana River
crossers.
Quintero has even rigged up
a ladder, made of a bicycle seat
and slabs of wood, for those
who prefer to go over the fence
rather than under.
"The majority will keep trying, but some say they’ve had
enough. They’ve run out of
money," said Quintero, her jet
black hair done up in a knot,
her bright red lipstick gleaming
in the dollop of light from a single light bulb.
"Yet they stay here. They try
to get construction jobs and
they take things from stores if
they have to."
To
discourage
repeat
crossers, the Border Patrol has
begun repatriating people 100
miles east of San Diego in the
Mexican desert city of Mexicali.
Dropoffs in Mexicali used to
be "very infrequent," usually 60
people at a pop. But they are
now almost a daily occurrence
with twice that number.
"It seems to be a deterrent.
We are not seeing all of them
again," said Border Patrol
spokeswoman Ann Summers.
But Baja officials say Mexicali
and its more static, slow-tochange economy will have trouble adapting. People have
already begun to stake out bus
stations as sleeping places.

UC officials say fee hike looms unless state helps
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) The
University of California says it
may have to look at raising
student fees if it doesn’t receive
more money from the state.
The 1995-96 budget proposal
going before regents today
seeks an 8 percent increase in
state funding, $145 million more
than this year’s $1.83 billion
budget.
Extra money will help UC
give faculty a 5 percent raise
and merit pay and hire 120 moreinstructors, officials said.

Government pledges to get tough on polluters
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Saying the fight against environmental criminals cannot
be waged alone, state, local
and federal officials pledged
Wednesday to work together
to prosecute those who foul
Southern California’s skies
and waters.
U.S. Attorney Nora Manella
said environmental criminals
"can pose a threat to the
welfare of residents as great
as that of any violent criminal
or con man" because they
diminish the quality of life in
the region.
"And if that quality of life
deteriorates, existing businesses leave the area, others
decline to move in, and our
economic dreams are suffocated," she said at the
first-ever Environmental Law
Enforcement Conference.
The conference, hosted by
the
U.S.
and
Manella
Protection
Environmental
Agency, brought together
attorneys, investigators and

towns will multiply, and health
crises emerge.
Robles, 26, is part of a daily
ritual along the border, where
those caught entering the
United States illegally are
rounded up and dumped back
into Mexico the following
morning.
Interviewed on the Mexican
side of the border, Robles, who
had $2 in his pocket, said he
will scour the city for "Help
Wanted" signs and eventually
raise enough money to cross
again.
Robles had been caught only
successive
twice on two
nights. But others interviewed
along the 10-foot high fence
that separates the United States
from Mexico say they’d been
stymied up to 10 times over the
course of one week.
In Tijuana, a city of 1.5 million
people and a Silk Road of sorts
for illegal immigrants, sociologists talk of a "floating population" that passes through going
north or south.
Until now, the ease of crossing into the United States kept
that population relatively fluid.
But under Gatekeeper, what
previously took a few days
probably will take longer.
Even on the U.S. side, officials
are concerned.
When there is a buildup on
the U.S. border, "you do see loitering, people robbing for
money (on the Mexican side),"
said Gus De La Vina, western
chief of the Immigration and
Naturalization Service. "It does

successes and failures, allowing others in attendance to
borrow ideas for their own
cases and to take with them
back to their own offices.
"Many environmental cases
cross jurisdictional lines, and
this gives us an outlet for
more effectively prosecuting
those cases," Manella said.
Orange County District
Attorney Michael Capizzi said
he has seen multi-agency
coordination work. He said a
task force his office formed in
1988 has enjoyed considerable success in rooting out
environmental crimes.
The study found that the
Los Angeles basin, which has
the country’s worst air
won’t
meet
pollution,
federally approved pollution
levels until at least 2010.
Los Angeles was among
seven urban areas that failed
to meet a 1993 deadline for
pollution reductions under
the 1990 Clean Air Act, the
EPA report said.

University officials say they
need the money to bring their
faculty pay up closer to the
average and bring class sizes
down closer to CC’s traditional
student-teacher ratio.
If legislators refuse to pay, the
university may have to turn to
students, UC president Jack

Peltason said in a budget
statement to regents.
"We may need to continue
looking at student fee increases
as one way as to help fund our
budget, while doing all we can
to maintain the affordability of
UC through our financial aid
programs." Peltason wrote

Regents are scheduled to consider the budget and vote on it
in November. Any decision on
student fees would come after
the governor’s budget comes
out in January.
The state gave UC a 2 percent
raise this year, after four years
of no increases in state funding
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At station WBN,
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Rodent allegedly found in can of soda
LOS ANGELES (AP) Federal
investigators found rat parts In
a soda can after a woman
complained, but they found no
health problems at the Orange
County Pepsi-Cola distributor
and said it wasn’t clear how the
rat got in the can.
Marla Del Consuelo Lazaro, a
school teacher visiting from
Mexico, alleged In a lawsuit
filed Friday that she drank
about a third of a 12-ounce Diet
Pepsi before discovering the
foreign matter during a visit
with family in Buena Park
In July.
"We did find the rat In the

spokeswoman
can,"
FDA
Rosario Quintanilla-Vior told
the Los Angeles Times on
Wednesday. "It was in pieces,
but it was there."
She said the agency didn’t
make a public announcement
because there wasn’t enough
evidence of what happened.
A Pepsi official said the
company wasn’t responsible
and suggested the incident was
the latest in a string of hoaxes.
"It’s tough for anyone to
know how the rat or mouse
got into the can, but the
FDA gave our plant a clean
bill ol health," said spokes-

woman Anne Ward at Pepsi
headquarters in Somers, N.Y.
Lazaro went to the emergency ward at Anaheim General
Hospital complaining of abdominal pain, diarrhea and vomiting, said her attorney, Daniel
Ramirez.
Staff at the hospital opened
the can and found the rat, about
the size of a fist, Ramirez said.
Lazaro developed a rash and
a fear of eating that has caused
her to lose 30 pounds, he said.
The suit names as defendants
Pepsi-Cola and Albertson’s
grocery chain, which declined
comment.
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For
the

Love
of the

Game

By Jim Sennas

Spartan Datl Stalf Wnter

Seasoned football coaches John
Ralston, Bill Walsh and Lou
Holtz weren’t even born when
the game made its humble beginning.
Football was just a game.
There were no concession stands,
salary caps or signing bonuses.
Athletes gathered at the local field to
then
play the game they cherished
came the NFL in 1919.
The game gradually evolved from a
recreational sport to a job. For many,
the fun dissolved from the game.
Unlike the players, coaches saw the
opportunity to escape the NFL, opting
for considerable pay cuts, so that they
could again enjoy the innocence of the
game they love in college.
Ralston, bi, the only active member
of the College Football Hall of Fame,
has returned to coach the San Jose
State University football team after a
22-year absence from the college game.
Until Ralston took over as head
coach and general manager of the
Denver Broncos in 1972, the team had
not posted a winning season in the
franchise’s 12-year history.
Under Ralston’s leadership, the
Broncos had their first winning season
in club history in 1973. His overall winloss record was 34-33-3. Coaching college offered Ralston more involvement
than strictly shooting for victory.
"You have more of an impact with a
college player than in the NFL. The NFL
is strictly a business. They’ll be there
long after the coach," Ralston said.
Along with coaching in Denver.
Ralston guided the Oakland Invaders of
the USFL, Utah State and the Stanford
Cardinal. He coached the Cardinal to
Rose Bowl victories in 1971 and 1972.
"It’s not enough to say you coached
(in the NFL). All coaches possess the
goal to win the Super Bowl. And you
have that nagging feeling that comes
around if you never accomplished it,"
Ralston said.
After a 10-year hiatus from coaching,
he signed with SJSU in 1993.
His return to college was primarily
based on the death of his son, Larry,
who died of AIDS in ’91.
He wanted to bury his pain by working with young men. When he took
over the program, he said it felt like he
suddenly had dozens of new sons.
He has not only shared his knowledge with players, but his assistant
coaches as well. Such was the case
with Walsh, one of the greatest professional coaches of all time.
From 1963-65, Walsh was the recruiting coordinator and defensive backfield coach for Ralston at Stanford.
Alter coaching the 49ers to three
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Super Bowl championships (1981, ’84,
’88), Walsh returned to ’The Farm’ in
1992 to coach Stanford.
To return as the Cardinal coach,
Walsh, 63, gave up his job as NBC-TV’s

’You have more of an
impact with a college
player than in the NFL.
The NFL is strictly a
business. They’ll be
there long after the
coach.’
John Ralston
SJSU head football coach

top pro football analyst. Walsh worked
at NBC for three years (1989-91). The
doors to the professional ranks were
ajar, as team owners were eagerly
anticipating his return. To many owners’ dismay. Walsh decided to return to
college.
"There isn’t near the stress, wear
and tear, and you have a lot more support here," he said.
In Walsh’s 10 years with the 49ers, he
compiled a mark of 102-63-1, a .618 winning percentage. He was elected to the
Pro Football Hall of Fame in 1993. He
said that aside from the tremendous
skill level, he doesn’t miss the NFL.
"The idea that I can develop a play
for Jerry Rice with Joe (Montana)
throwing to him is the ultimate in the
artistic end of the sport. That’s the ultimate. and you miss that," Walsh said.
"Everything is clear cut, the strategies are clear cut, and distinct. In college there’s more error, less ability to
execute."
Along with Walsh, an impressive con-

tingent of professional coaches picked
up on the growing trend and left the
big show to coach college ball.
"I don’t know if I have (created a
trend), but I think it’s demonstrated
that pro coaches can do a very capable
job in college and thoroughly thrive on
their job, much more so than in the
professional level because there’s a different atmosphere," Walsh said.
Others making a similar transition
include: Dan Henning at Boston
College, Joe Walton at Robert Morris
College, John Robinson at Southern
California, Sam Rutigliano at Liberty,
Gene Stallings at Alabama, John
Mackovic at Texas and Georgia defensive coordinator Marion Campbell.
"They feel a much more stable situation," Walsh said. "Maybe more permanence, longevity to their job, than in
the pros. Pro coaches tend to last two
or three years and that’s about it."
The job market is substantially larger in college, where hundreds of head
coaching jobs can be obtained, compared to the 30 top posts available in
the NFL.
Walsh once had aspirations of coaching for his alma mater, SJSU, before he
graduated from high school.
"Well I was younger. I was in high
school and I wanted to coach there. To
be honest, I was turned down twice for
that job. But that was a long time ago.
That was before I had any qualifications," Walsh said.
Holtz, 57, of Notre Dame has also
made the transition from the pro ranks
to college, although his stint in the NFL
was minuscule compared to the
careers of Walsh and Ralston.
His stab at professional football produced a 3-10 record in 1976 as the New
York Jets head coach. He resigned the
week of the Jets’ final regular-season
game. His "learning experience" with
the Jets was sandwiched between
tenures at North Carolina State (’72

Notre Dame
head coach
Lou Holtz
greets fans
after his victory over
Stanford in
South Bend.
Indiana, earlier this season
One of the
winningest
coaches of all
time, Holtz
returned to
college ball
after one
unsuccessful
season as the
coach of the
New York Jets
in 1976.
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ABOVE: SJSU
football head
coach John
Ralston confronts an official
during the
game against
Cal earlier this
season. Ralston
coached the
Denver Broncos
during the
1970s, where
he was credited
with turning the
club around,
leading them to
their first winning season.
LEFT: Bill Walsh
didn’t even
need to return
to Stanford to
look for a winning season,
after proving
himself during
his tenure as
the 49ers’
leader. Walsh,
who fielded
offers from pro
teams after retiring from the
49ers, plans to
continue coaching Stanford for
the next five
years.
JOHN LEE SPARTAN DAJLY

’75) and the University of Arkansas
(’77-83).
Holtz took over at Notre Dame in
November of 1985 after two seasons
with the Minnesota Golden Gophers. It
took him only three years to produce a
national championship in 1988.
"My year in professional football
with the New York Jets taught me
about commitment. It was a tremendous opportunity, but I didn’t really
understand the intricacies of it and I
probably wasn’t adequately prepared
for it," Holtz told his media relations
department.
"I didn’t go in there with commit1 went In there every day
ment
thinking, ’Well, if this doesn’t work out,
I can always go back to college football.’ I wasn’t happy and I wasn’t helping. There wasn’t anything wrong with
the New York Jets or professional football. It was Lou Holtz."
Holtz has a 197-86-6 career record
that ranks him sixth In victories among
active coaches (behind only Penn
State’s Joe Peterno, Florida State’s
Bobby Bowden, Iowa’s Hayden Fry,
Nebraska’s Tom Osborne and BYU’s
Lavell Edwards).
Holtz signed a five-year contract In
1991 to continue coaching the Fighting
Irish through 1996.
"Players used to want to know if I’d
be around for four years. Now I wonder
If they’ll be around for lour years. We
all have egos There are certain parts
of me that wanted to look at coaching
at the professional level. They don’t
have admissions and academics In the

/4

NFL. You can lose five games and still
win the championship," Holtz said.
"But I could list so many great assets
about Notre Dame. There is just a
peace and tranquility here, and I am
comfortable with my decision."
His 10 career postseason bowl victories ranks third among active coaches
and tied for fourth on the all-time list.
Nineteen of the 24 collegiate teams
under Holtz’s direction have earned
postseason bowl invitations and 14
have finished in the final AP Top 20,
eight in the Top 10.
Holtz is embarking on his 25th season as a head coach at the collegiate
level, and is considered one of the
most successful college football coaches of all time.
"I think the greatest thing about
football is it’s like a family and everybody wants to belong," Holtz said.
Ralston, Walsh and the rest of the
group making this transition in coaching agree that their present jobs offer a
certain intangible feeling that only college football provides.
"Winning a Super Bowl would be a
great thing, but its equally rewarding
going to graduation and seeing your
players In a cap and gown," Ralston
said.
Having been on both sides of the
fence, many coaches have found that
the grass is greener on the NCAA side,
where the game is still a game and true
love and dedication to the sport can
still be found.
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Shutouts propel
SJSU goalkeeper
to Player of the
Week designation

1
By Stacey Hewitt
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The smooth blue water looks calm and
Inviting, as if trying to deceive the unwary
diver into thinking it is a soft cushion of
water.
But the diver is not fooled. She knows
that hitting its surface the wrong way could
be like landing on cement. Standing on the
edge of the diving board, body bent like a
slender twig broken in the middle, she closes her eyes and jumps, unfolding her body
like a switchblade and cutting though the
water.
This is the daily routine that occurs for
Danielle Hem and her teammates on the San
Jose State women’s diving team, Jennifer
Pelayo, Holly Gieg, and Carl Siess as they
practice in the pool. They are used to discipline, as they plunge into the cold water at
7am each morning to practice their skills.
The team, which formed last year, is busily preparing for their first meet, the
Blue/Gold Alumni meet which will occur on
October 22 at the SJSU swimming pool. The
meet is open to all interested participants,
and serves as a pre-season warm-up for
competitions, said coach Jack Taylor.
Taylor, who was a diver in college and
coached for the US Diving Club, said he has
a strong team.
"I’m excited about what these girls can
do," said Taylor. "I have an across the
board group of people who have talent and
are willing to learn."
Taylor tries to teach both physical and
mental strategies to the divers.
Fear is one mental factor that Taylor
must help teach the team to overcome.
Team members have a fear of hitting the
board or the water in the wrong way. Divers
can do the dive 90 percent correctly and still
risk injury, said Taylor. Team member Gieg
suffered torn ligaments when her arm hit the
water incorrectly.

Fencing team
By Cindy Trotter

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

The San Jose State fencing
team came home victorious
from New Mexico, earning three
medals for both the men and
women’s teams.
The competitors were from
the University of Texas, the Air
Force Academy and other fencing clubs participating at the
1994 New Mexico open in Santa
Fe said SJSU fencer Janet
Olimpo.
Captain of the Spartan fencing
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"It’s really easy to let fear get Into the
way," said Taylor. "The members have to be
willing to let go of their fear and go in the
direction they are being guided."
Diver Hem n said Taylor has helped her
with her fears.
"He pushes me to do things I know I can
do, but I’m scared to," said Hem.
Taylor said an important part to his
coaching is communication.
"As a male coach working with women I
make sure that I’m listening. This isn’t 1960
and you don’t tell people to shut up and do
what you say," he said.
The team practices 16 hours a week, both
in the pool and out. They practice diving
techniques on a trampoline to instill confidence, said Taylor.
Pelayo, the first member of the team,
became involved in diving for the first time
last year.
"I always wanted to try diving," she said.
"I was a gymnast and a cheerleader and
wanted to try something new."
She began competing with divers with five
years of experience, which is typical of a diving meet.
Dives are judged on a basis of ten possible
points, with a score of six being considered
good. The best dive is the one that makes
the least splash. This effect is known as
"rip" because the sound the diver makes
when entering the water is similar to the ripping of cloth, said Taylor.
Taylor said he enjoys coaching athletes
who are not necessarily born with natural
talent but have the drive to succeed.
"The best athletes to coach are those that
want to make it so bad they’ll do anything.
They will run through the wall for you," said
Taylor.
The team is preparing for their largest Big
West competition, will take place in Long
Beach in February.
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SJSU freshman goalkeeper
Brandon Main, who recorded
shutouts against Air Force and
Sacramento State last week,
was named the Mountain
Pacific
Soccer Federation
Mountain Division "Player of
the Week."
Main made 10 saves in the
Spartans’ 4-0 win over Air
Force last Friday and 10 more
saves in the 2-0 victory over
Sacramento State.
Both conference triumphs
raised SJSU’s season record to
10-3 and conference mark 3-2.
The freshman from 10-3
Cucmonga, Calif., has started
the last six games for SJSU and
has a 10.3 goals against average.
He ranks sixth among goalies
in the Far West Region in goals
against average. The shutouts
were the first two of his collegiate career.
San
Jose
State
hosts
California in a Mountain Pacific
Soccer Federation contest
Friday. October 21, at Spartan
Stadium. The game starts at
7:30p.m.
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brings home three medals from New Mexico tournament
Olimpo said. "I am always nervous in the beginning, but after
a while I calmed down and
everything went well for me."
This was the first time the
men’s Sabre team took first and
second place at a tournament.
Clayton Young took the gold
medal and Capin took second
place for the silver medal.
"It was exhausting and it’s
hard to get to the top because it
takes so much out of you,"
Young said.
The tournament took a twist

when Captain Mike Thorton was
eliminated from the bout by
mistake said Young.
"The person running the whole
event said they made a mistake,"
Young said. "He said that Mike
was a wild card and would
advance to the next round."
With
the
advancement
Thorton finished 11th for the
men’s sabre team.
"I’m really glad that he won,
Young said. "When he (Thorton)
won it taught him not to give up
until the very end.

You can watch the team Oct.
29, hosting Cal, San Francisco
State and UC Santa Cruz.
Capin said the SJSU fencing
team received an invitation
from U.S. Air force Academy to
attend the Western Regionals in
Colorado Springs, Colorado.
They will be the only club (non
NCAA) team to be invited. Prior
to this year it would have never
been considered.
"It’s a significant event for us.
We gained the respect and
notice we deserve," Capin said.
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Women’s diving team member Danielle Hem n works on her tuck during practice Friday afternoon. Their first meet will be Saturday.

team Bruce Capin said the tournament was a positive learning
experience that can help them
with the season. He wasn’t concerned about the results
because this was to help them
prepare for later on.
"It was a very good tournament and the quality of fencing
was very good," Olimpo said.
Olimpo took third place for
the women’s foil team and came
home with the bronze medal.
"The women’s foil teams were
a bit harder then expected,"
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San Jose State Univers’

Mascarade
bargains
LEFT. Angela Schmidt, left, and Kimberly
Blakely scrounge through "tornado" costumes from last semester’s "The Wiz" play,
during the SJSU theater department’s annual costume rummage sale. The two bought
the costumes, which they will wear to a
Halloween party. The rummage sale was
held Friday to raise money for the theater
department.
BELOW: Theater major Teresa Dean tries a
new smile to amuse a friend at the rummage
sale. As a result of the large customer
turnout, the theater department will hold
another sale Monday and Tuesday from
11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. behind the Sandwiched
In restaurant on San Fernando Street.
Peirros By JEREMY HOCAN
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Classes: Continuing education costly, but useful
From page 1
non-resident students.
"We are being seen as a revenue-generating system for the university,"
Bradley said. Lacking state funding, the
charge can be much higher for students
through Open University than for regular enrollment: $150 per unit ($450 for
three units) versus $652 for one to six
...Inas. But business people can often get
financial help.
"Right now, 50 percent of classes are

paid for by (the students’) corporations," Beck said. One-day seminars
average $130 and two-day seminars
average $795.
That money provides an operating
budget of approximately $10 million,
Bradley said.
"The Professional Development target budget is $1.75 million," Bradley
said. "Faculty and staff salaries get $2.5
million, $2 million is for office operations, and about $200,000 is spent on
the TEN program "

TEN is an education-by-television
program offering college credit at offcampus sites.
The university colleges and departments, library services, student services and business affairs involved in
Continuing Education receive $3 million.
This money provides a short-term
college experience for adults that can
evolve into a life-long educational
process.
"Continuing Ed should be from cradle
to grave," Beck said.

Kemp, Bennett decry ’Save our State’ initiative
WASHINGTON (AP) A
California ballot measure
that would eliminate most
public services for illegal
immigrants drew its first
opposition from national
Republican leaders Wednesday, as conservatives Jack
Kemp and William Bennett
denounced it.
The former Republican
cabinet secretaries issued a
statement criticizing Propo-

sition 187 as contrary to
conservative principles and
likely to encourage racial
discrimination.
"For some, immigrants
have become a popular political and social scapegoat,"
the two said.
"But concerns about illegal
immigration should not give
rise to a series of fundamentally flawed, constitutionally questionable ’solu-

tions’ which are not consonant with our history."
California’s Gov. Pete Wilson, also a Republican, has
made support for Proposition
187 a cornerstone of his reelection campaign against
Democrat Kathleen Brown.
At an appearance in Los
Angeles, Wilson downplayed
the comments from his party
colleagues.
"My response is those are

two guys in Washington and
it’s clear they’ve been there
too long," Wilson said. "1
think when you spend too
much time in an ivory tower
think tank, you begin to lose
touch with reality."
In a recent Los Angeles
Times poll of likely voters
statewide, 59 percent supported the measure, which
will be on the Nov. 8 ballot,
and 33 percent opposed It.
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IN THE BLEACHERS By STEVE MOORE
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From page 1
giving Spartan Village residents
two weeks’ credit on their
November phone bills to compensate them for the three days
they were without phones.
McCarty is mailing residents
a memo outlining the credit.
Almost all of the 150 to 200
phones at South Campus, which
Includes Spartan Stadium, the
Simpkins Stadium Center and
Spartan Village, were out of service until Oct. 12.
The fire damaged a telecommunications relay station located next to the Field House.
McCarty said fire investigators
didn’t allow her department to
begin repair work on the relay
station until noon Oct. 11.
Even though the phone snafu
has been fixed, the cause of the
fire is still undetermined, but
there is no evidence the fire
was intentionally set, said
Lollie Winston, SJSU public
affairs officer.
State fire marshals investigated the fire scene last week and
brought back samples to be
analyzed in their lab. Winston
said it will take six to eight
weeks for the marshals to
determine the fire’s cause.
Winston said marshals are
giving the fire a lower priority
because no one was injured or
died in the blaze.
SJSU officials are working to
recover from the fire, which
damaged the north scoreboard,
some of the bleachers in
Spartan Stadium, and food and
equipment Spartan Shops had
stored in the Field House.
SJSU construction manager
Ted Cunningham said a private
company began asbestos removal from the Field House on
Monday. Once that is completed, the company will demolish
the field house.
Cunningham said he hopes
the demolition work will be
completed before Homecoming
this weekend, when the

From page 1
she said.
The most recent complaints
stem from a turnover of three on
site managers resulting in a lack of
supervision of transient guests
who were on probation or in
stages of alcohol recovery.
Without adequate supervision,
there have been numerous incidents of drunken and sexual
activity on the lawn at night, loud
and boisterous behavior and an
increase in the number ot guests
from 19 to 21.
Reports of these incidents were
filed with the police, the City of
San Jose and the city planning
commission.
"People go in and out and seldom stay," said Gloria Barron, who
lives next door to the guest house.
"In a place with 10, 12 or 16 people,
It only takes two people to create
problems."
Naglee Park is one of the the old-

ON CAMPUS BY JAY VALES

iricjci
kindly meet with me
iiiiny chambers"

Fire
’We’re trying to get
through the next two
football games...’
Jerry Mimnaugh
dining services director, Spartan Shope

Spartan football team hosts the
University of Nevada at Reno.
It will cost $38,000 to have
the company do the asbestos
removal and demolition work.
Winston said SJSU is working
with the California State University Chancellor’s Office to
determine who will pay the bill.
Winston said a structural
engineer looked at the damaged bleachers last week. The
bleachers will be sectioned off
until repairs are made. She
doesn’t know when that will be
or what it will cost.
She said the north scoreboard partially works. "It’s my
understanding that the score
portion works, but the message
portion doesn’t," she said.
Jerry Mimnaugh, dining services director at Spartan
Shops, said the fire has given
Spartan Shops an operations
headache.
"We lost about $2,500 in
food," he said. "But 1 can’t give
you an estimate on the equipment cost because the equipment went to a company that
will clean and test it."
Mimnaugh
said Spartan
Shops’ biggest loss was the
Field House it had served as
base of operations for Spartan
Shops concessions at the stadium. He said they are now using
one of their concession stands
as their base.
"We’re trying to get through
the next two football games," he
said. "And then we will look at a
(permanent) commissary site."
Mimnaugh
said
Spartan
Shops is insured for any food
and equipment losses, but not
for the cost of building a new
commissary.

Naglee

MIXED MEDIA BY JACK OHAIAN
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est and most densely populated
neighborhoods in the city. Since
many of the houses and zoning regulations in the area are older than
those in other districts, it has the
highest number of guest houses in
the city, according to Margaret
Tanisiea, assistant to David
Pandori, city councilman of
District Three.
Other guest houses seem to
have few problems and "this house
is not the norm," said Barron.
It tne nuisance continues in the
neighborhood, Thomas Simon,
member of the steering committee
of the Campus Community Association, said the organization is
now in a position to show cause
why there should not be revocation of a conditional use permit.
"Now at least if there is a problem, there is a way of dealing with
It if we have to," Simon said.
Glen Mendell, the owner, was
unavailable for comment.
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Suicide bus bombing kills 22, wounds 48 in Tel Aviv
TEL AVIV, Israel (AP) - The
terror at the edges of the quest
for Middle East peace exploded
Wednesday when a bomb on a
crowded city bus killed 22 people and turned a bustling street
Into a slaughterhouse.
The attack wounded 48 people. Police blamed it on a suicide bomber.
Shouts of "Death to the
Arabs!" were heard from
bystanders on the seaside city’s
main throughfare as severed
arms and legs were gathered for
burial, some from on top of
four-story buildings.
"It will end. It has to end. We

will tear them to bits," said
President Ezer Weizman, who
for
"extraordinary
called
action" to root out Islamic
extremists.
Police suspected a West Bank
"The
fugitive
known
as
Engineer" of planning the
attack, according to Israeli news
reports.
attack
This most recent
sparked anti-government protests around the country and
gave Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin little choice but to retaliate against extremist groups
who oppose Israel-Arab peace.
In a television address, Rabin

said he would seek legislative
backing for a wide-ranging
crackdown on the fundamentalists, while at the same time
pressing ahead in peace talks
with the Palestine Liberation
Organization.
He stressed the need for a
final political settlement that
will divorce Israelis from the
Palestinians of West Bank and
Gaza Strip.
"We need a separation
between
us
and
the
Palestinians, not just for days
but as a way of life," Rabin said.
President Clinton said he still
would attend the peace agree-

ment ceremony on the IsraelJordan border next week. Israel
Radio said security would be
tightened for Clinton’s visit.
"It’s like Russian roulette living in this country," said Ronny
Levy. "Every day someone else
gets killed."
Israel sealed off the Gaza Strip
and West Bank after the midmorning blast, claimed by the
radical Islamic group Mamas in
a statement read in Gaza
mosques.
Officials indicated Israel
might respond with an unprecedented blow against Mamas’
armed wing. Izzedine al-Qassam.

Rabin cut short a trip to
London, rushing back to consult
with security officials and
Cabinet ministers. Dozens of
demonstrators outside his
Defense Ministry office greeted
him with chants of "Rabin
Resign."
Angry demonstrators also
gathered at Dizengoff Square
near the scene of the blast, in
Jerusalem and throughout the
country.
The attack came as Israeli and
PLO officials sat down in Cairo,
Egypt, to talk about expanding
the 5-month-old Gaza-Jericho
autonomy to the rest of the

Classz ed
The SPARTAN DAILY
PART TIME JOB -COACH
mikes no claim for products or for people w/ disabilities 7.21/hr.
senAces advertised below nor Is
Call 280-2720.
there any guarantee knpled. The
classified columns of the Spartan NEW & GROWING CENTER needs
Daly consist of paid advertising teachers/aides, full/part time.
and casings we not approved or Need 12 ECE units & experience.
verified by the newspaper.
We offer competitive wages. Santa
Teresa Village CDC. Call 225-KIDS.

CAMPUS CLUBS

SALES JEWELRY REP.
Parttime, full-time. Will train.
The SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD
John: 408-879-1650.
Club has an ad under TRAVEL.
Your club could be advertising HEALTH CLUB COUNTERPERSON
your events in the Classified too.
P/T Evenrgs & Weekends. Rex hors
WANTED: Self-motivated, outgoing team player. Will train.
APPLY: Mon. - Fri. 10am 4pm.
199 E. Middlefield Rd. Mt. View.
HOW DO SJSU STUDENTS
dispose of their used motor oil?
87.00 TO 88.00 PER HOUR
We need volunteers to find out!
with scheduled increases.
Please call Santa Clara County,
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Hazardous Materials Compliance
Full-time or Part-time
at 2946930. Ask for Kelley.
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
BE A FRIEND!
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Caring and friendly volunteers
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
needed to help individuals
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
with mental illness become
Apply Mon. Fri. 8am - 5pm,
independent! Flexible hours!
Vanguard Security Services
Training and support given.
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
Gain practical experience for
New 101a Seri Tcmas Expressway.
psychology, social work, OT,
nursing or related fields.
BUOY WORIONG Mil CHILDREN?
Call Teresa Jackson at
408/526-1288 cr408/287-2132. Small World Schools is currently
hiring for F/T & P/T positions for
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of
shifts available in San Jose. Belmont, Millbrae & San Bruno. Also
FREE] Tryout *rites SpanAerobics hiring for substitutes - flexible
Sport/Ski Conditioning. Tues. scheduling does not interfere with
Oct. 25, 4:30 -5:30, in the Event school obligations. Prefer 12 ECE
Center. Wear tennis shoes and or 6 ECE completed + current
workout clothes. Student / staff / ECE enrollment for all positions.
faculty I.D. required. Call A.S. Benefits & an abundance of
Campus Recreation for more info. growth opportunities! Please call
433257-7326 to hedule nterview.
924.5950.

VOLUNTEERS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NEW STUDENT DENTAL KAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
Enroll now!
For brochure see AS. Office or
call (800)655-3225.

ACUFACTS, INC.
Security Officers / Patrol Drivers
/ Part-time
Apply: Mon. - Fri., 8am. - 5pm.
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose
(408) 286-5880

FOR SALE

GET A JOB! We are Takeout Taxi,
America’s largest dinner delivery
service. We deliver dinners from
restaurants like Chills, TGI Fridays,
& Marie Callenders to homes &
businesses. Many SJSU students
have enjoyed our flexible & friendly
work environment. You can too. Otr
positions are pat tine n the evenings.
Cal Iris inset ied seccria 369-9401.
Mobile Waiter/Waitress: Deliver
from the restatrant to the cu/ornees
home or business. Earn 59-512/hr
hour. Ycumust be at least 18, have
yotr own car, ins. & remelt-alone
ding on your DMV. Posititons in the
Cup:atria/Cern prel ass or Sourt) Sim
lone. Cash tips nigntyll! 369-9401.

CROSS COUNTRY SW EXERCiSER
Sears Lifestyle 2000. Easy to
use.Excellent condition. Like new.
White. Folds flat for storage.
$35.00 obo. Call Kathy 227-1145.
FUTON, NEW, V FUTON & FRAM
Fabric choice. Full set $119.
Queen set $129. (408)926-1951.

AUTO FOR SALE
VOLKSWAGON SCIROCCO 1980
0.K condrtion. $900. or best offer.
Call 971-9964.
65 VW CAMPER new engine,
caw/. fridge. ted, closets, linoleum.
No smog needed, goes anywhere.
$1200/offer. 408627-7147.
86 DODGE RAM CHARGER 4X4
8 cyl. Low miles. Grey & Silver w/
dk red interior. Excellent condition.
$6,800. Gene: 2663994.

EMPLOYMENT
TEACHERS/AIDES/FULL & PART
time. Long and short term. ECE
units/experience preferred.
Competitive wages. Choice Care
Temp. Personnel. 403227-7209.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS
Sports minded students to make
$150.-$225. weekly, working
17-25 flex hours. 2 jobs available.
(No phone sales or agency)
Call KrIsti for info: 249-18446.
TEACHERS PART TIME
Dedicated professionals sought to
work at school age child care
sites in South San Jose. Great
schedules, training & benefits. 12
completed units in ECE or Child
Development required. Please call
Mickie at (408)6241185. EOE.
MARKETING
Environmental/Nth:Ikon Co. seeking
outgoing individuals wlth outstanding leadership abilities. PT/FT, will
train. Telecommunication positions
also available reselling surplus
digital long distarce service of top
long distance carriers. F’T/FT, will
train. Call Mark 408-7333933.

SALES - SPORTS
FUN PART TIME JOB
Helping USA Amateur Athletes
with training opportunities to
prepare for International &
hopefully, Olympic competitions
5-9 Mon-Fri + 10-2 Sat
EARN $6.00- $12.00hr
Manager 18+ w/ car
EARN $600 TO $900 MO.
SCOTT (408) 982-9601.
EARN EXTRA CASH it
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.

Phone: 924-3277 III FAX: 924-3282
Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
cwefuNy investigate aS firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
Locations or merchandise.

2 BDRM / 2 BATH, 3 blks off
campus. Includes water, garbage
& cable TV. Laundry and parking
avail. $750./mo. + 5600./dep.
No last month. Ask about $200
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256.

INSURANCE

$1500 WEEKLY possible,
mailing our circulars!
For Info call 202-298-0955.

AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
TELEMARKETING POSITIONS at
Special Student Programs
an est. local co. Set appt. & quaiv
Serving SJSU for 20 years
fy leads for hi -tech products.
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
PT/FT avail. $7-$10/hr. do.e. Call "Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
Kipp at CNI408 -496-1881 9-5pen.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" ’Family Multi-car"
MARKETING ASST. Direct mail,
CALL TODAY 296-5270
general office, computers, good
FREE QUOTE
with details. $7.151 hour. 15-20
NO HASSLE
hr/wk. Call 243-9173.
NO OBLIGATION
Aso open Saturdays 9-2.
FLEXIBLE SHIFTS Telephone
surveys for market research co.
AUTO INSURANCE
No sales. Days -Eves -Weekends.
Accepting New Drivers
$6.00/hour. 408-289-1499.
Good Student Discount: 25%
Good Driver Discount: 20%
P/T WORK FOR SJSU STUDENTS
Other Discounts Available
Growing company has immediate
Other Insurance Available
openings with high pay and
Call SHIRLEY (408) 267-6067
flexible hours. Perfect for a
FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
college schedule (10-25 hrs/wk)
*Starting Pay 810.80.
SJSU STUDENT INSURANCE
No experience is necessary - No one can hang with our rates.
training will be provided!!!
Call the others first,
We also offer internships and
OR
100 corporate scholarships each
Save Time & Money
year. Call 280-5195.
and Call Us Now!
4082466644 ask for Randy,
EARN MONEY while you do your or page 408.951-8003 anytime!
"Can’t get away’? I’ll go to you!
homework. BURNS INTL SECURRY.
Openings, All Shifts: P/T & FIT.
Call 729-0168 for appointment.
$50.00 STUDENT DISCOUNTI
ASTORIA EGURAPICE BROKERNE
GIVE A DAMN? GET A JOBI
Auto. Jet Ski, Motorcycle,
Boat, Home owners Insurance.
Join Silicon Valley Tarim Coalition’s
campaign to protect the Valley’s
"Alumni" serving "Students"
failing ground water. Committed
...Talk to me, I’ll help you.
workers needed 5:1.5-9:30pm for DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lit?
fundraising/community organizing.
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734.
Make a difference while making a Open on Sat/Sun with appt. only!
living. 288-7882. EOE.

SERVICES

ROOMMATES

RESUME PREPARATION by
HEALTH/BEAUTY
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
Writers. Reasonable rates. ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN?
Cochrell’s Professional Resumes. Break out of the prison of pain.
Free yourself to once again do the
(408) 356-2 8 7 4.
things you have always enjoyed.
Student Voice Mall $7. Montle Feel better emotionally &physically.
No more missed messages! Quick and affordable, drugless
Rent your own private, password- pain relief. Call 1408)374.4960
protected voice mail box Pain Relief Center for free 16 page
(3 month minimum). Pager booklet on chronic pain.
notification and group boxes
available. Call today for free ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE
recorded message. 24 hour Are you tired of neck pain,
headaches arid low back pain
access. 408-261-9880.
from long hours of studying?
WRITING HELP. Professional Come see Dr. Gotta for a
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost- Free Spinal Exam. 408698-4480
writing. Letters, reports, books, Bascom / 280.
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
more info please call Dave Bolick,
Unwanted her removed forever.
618601-9554. VISA/MASTERSpecialist. Confidential.
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
247-7486.
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
(former
Ph.D.
50% DISCOUNT!
away? Harvard
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
college teacher) assists with
Enhance
your natural beauty!
research & writing. Tutorial also
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994.
Convenient Peninsula location.
406.379.3500
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
Samples & references available.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Campbell, CA 95008.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALLI
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back Chest - Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31,
1994. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408)3796500.
WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING.
Versatile, expert staff. Fast
turnaround, free fax delivery.
Long experience helping ESL
students. Call 800-777-7901.
AFFORDABLE
LEGAL CLINIC
Attorneys & Paralegals
Immigration &Traffic Problems
Divorce & Bankruptcy ’
Personal Injury
All Legal Matters
(408) 286-8087

RENTAL HOUSING

ENTERTAINMENT

REVEAL YOUR PERSONALITY
or Significant Other’s. To receive 2
page analysis, send handwritten
paragraph w/ signature, + $10.00
and s a.s.e. to: Crystal, P.O. Box
71974, San Jose, CA 95150.

TYPING
FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers.
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Ajob well done always. Call Jane
(408)937-0373 anytime!

NOT JUST WORD PROCESSING
Turabian, Chicago. etc.
Resumes, cover letters, term
papers.theses. and much more.
Word and FrameMaker can
import,cormet &edit diskettes.
Illustration and graphics.
We are professional writers/
editors with scientific and
liberal arts backgrounds. We’ll
listen to you, and we meet
deadlines. Two blocks from
campus. Japanese services
available. Call Brian or
Wallace at 408.294.5964.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, letters, etc.
All formats. especially APA.
Experienced, dependable, quick
return. Transcriptions available.
Almaden / Branham area.
Call Linda 14081 264-4504.
HATE TO TYPEI
l
If this got your attention. gnre yourself a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Cash only. Call Jule -445-0707.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENcy RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Name

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Ons
Day
$5
$a
$7

Two Three
Days
Days
$9
311w.
$7
$10
4 lines
$13
$11
5 lbws
$9
$12
$10
lbws
$6
line.
$1 for each additional

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Please check I
one classification:
_campusoups _Neu! Housing

Five Address
Days
$13 Crty S Stele
$14
Prone
$15
$16
Send check or money order to

After Um fifth day, rats Inoreasas by $1 per day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold or no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
lam to $20./hr. Day/Eve, 1 or 2
week classes. (415) 968-9933.
International Bartenders School.

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
15-19 fries: $110

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Son Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentei Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
III All ads are prepad U No refunds on cancelled ads
MI Rates or consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 11124-3277

Greek Messages_Roornmates*
_Rea Estate
_Events*
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found" _Health/Beauty
_Ride Share*
_Volunteers*
_Insurance
For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _Entertanment
_Travel
_Electronics*
_Tutonng*
_Wanted*
_Employment
_Word Processing
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

’Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
0BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

Pi

10 YRS PROFESSIONAL swims.
Typing & transcription for ALL your
needs including COLOR. Copying,
binding & FAX available. Pick up
& delivery. REASONABLE RATES.
Timeliness & satisfaction
guaranteed. Tutoring available
in some subjects. Contact Candi
at (408) 3648614.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Croup Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser I. All formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable, and prompt
NAYINARDFRIEMONTUNION CITY service. To avoid disappointment.
Wordprocessing and typing: call now to reserve your time! Call
All work accepted!! Reports
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm). Plus
Theses Proficient with APA, Save Addtional 10% Per Referral!
MLA. and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
SCHOLARSHIPS
7 days a week 7 am to 10 pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/441-0504. SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
for College & Grad Students.
CALL MARCIA 268-9448
Grades. SAT scores and age
for Word Processing Services
not always a factor. Recorded
Edit & Format Specialist for
message gives details.
Theses/Projects/Term Papers. 4 08-6 29-40 98 X 112
APA Tumblers MLA
Grammar, Punct., Phrasing
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES,
Tables. Graphs, & Charts.
Learn how to find little known
Will also edit disks.
grants and scholarships on
600 dpi Laser Printing
your own or by using a low
Resumes/Cover Letters
cost matching service. Call
International Students Welcome 1-9004431145 Ext. # 153. Cost
10 minutes from campus!
$1.95 per minute / 5 minute can.
Must be 18 or older. Infoservice,
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Los Angeles, CA.
Science and English papers/
theses our speciatty. Laser
MONEY FOR COLLBIEW
printing. Free spell check and
Money is waiting for you nght now
storage. APA. Turabian and other from Private Scholarships. Grants
formats. Resumes, editing.
and Fellowships. No Financial
graphics and other services
Need and No GPA minimum.
available. Masterson’s Word
For FREE literature and
Processing. Call Paul or Virginia
application package,
CALL NOW! 408-292-2400
408-251-0449
leave name, address. phone.
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San Jose/Cupertino. APA-r. $5 BILLIONS available for your
Term papers "Group projects education, all students qualify!
Thesis Letters *Applications Free message 1800)666-GRAD.
*Rearms *Tape transcription. etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English. GET SATISFIED WITH CLASSIFIED
Laser printer. Days & evenings. Place your ad in the Sparta,’ Daily.
Crec. out our rates, below!
7 days. SUZANNE, 4413565S

I
1
answers wIll appear in the next issue.

WORD PROCESSING

GENERAL/TECHINICAL
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS Resoarch/Edlthig/ProofreadIng
Write Now, (40817330436
easy going M/F Non-smoker to
TRAVEL
share 2 bdrrn 1 bath in quiet Willow Glen, near It. rail. 5350./mo. P/7 RESEARCH ASSISTANT SJSU SKI & SNOWBOARD CLUB
Available. Broad Academic 94-96. .Whistler Canada January
2668553.
background in Social Science. 8-13. Air, 5 nights &lift passes:
Proficient on Mac. General $449. ’Also discounts at local
knowledge of library databases stores and discount Tahoe tickets.
and bibliography materials. "Ski Club has planned trips to
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. Excellent References. Call: Tahoe. parties. gatherings & more.
(415)
327-4609.
For info call Mark at 9248225.
Large 2 berm/2 ba. $745-$795/ mo.
Responsive management. Walk or
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
ride bike to school. Very clean.
STUDENT TRAVEL SERVICES
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
roomy & remodeled. Security type
Lowest Air Fares Available
Student Discounts,
Call for Quotes
bldg. Quiet with good neighbors.
We Deliver
Laundry facilities. Cable T.V. Big-O-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
Ample parking. We take advance
Western Union Money Transfer
Mon Fri: 8 to 5:30. Sat: 9 to4.
United Express Travel Agency
deposits. Call 2889157.
261-4430.
(408)279-2101
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT.
HITCH THE SKIES!!
in landmark bldg. Huge windows, PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST is
miniblinds, new appliances now accepting students wishing
Europe $249.
Hawaii / Chicago $129.
incl. D.W. & disposal, A/C. to excel in Guitar or Bass.
Neutral carpet, intercom entry, Beginning. Intermediate, and Call For Free Program Description
AIRHITCHat
gated covered parking, laundry Advanced welcome. All styles
1-800-397-1098
room.Great views! 1 blk from including: Rock. Jazz, Blues,
campus. 2 persons OK Rent from Funk, Reggae. Fusion, and
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower Folk. Call 408298-6124.
2974705.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Joln
Silicon Valley Tonics Coalition’s
campaign to protect ground water
and promote green technology.
Committed workers needed 1:30.
10:00 for fundraising/organizing.
Make a difference while making a
Neg. 288.7882. EOE.

FAST AJNDRAISOL Raise $500
In 5 days. Greeks, groups, clubs,
motNated indhaduals. F. simple,
easy. No financial obligation.
1- 800 -775-3851 ext. 33.

2 Bedroom Apennine $750/nra.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES
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West Bank. The talks broke off
early Wednesday because of
the blast
PLO leader Yasser Arafat said
the Palestinians are "fully cooperating with the Israeli government to search and arrest the
perpetrators." There were no
reports of arrests by Arafat’s
police in Gaza.
"Pushing forward with the
peace process .. is the only way
to respond to the enemies of
peace who are getting their support, their training and financing from well-known outside
parties," Arafat said, alluding to
fundamentalist Iran.

ACROSS
1 Soggy
5 Sheriff’s group
10 Fellow
14 -of March
15 Lariat
16 Lounge around
17 Actress
Hayworth
18 Pen name
19 Golden Fleece
ship
20- over capsize
21 Hot cookie
23 Overcome
25 Church sections
26 Stage of a
journey
27 Prince Valiant’s
son
29 Valuable fur
33 Richness and
grace
38 acethe line
39 Caravan stops
41 Null and 42 Beauty contests
44 Units of length
45 Team cheer
46 Hot spring
48 it’s an -. but a
goodie’
52 Type of foil
57 Crinkled cotton
60 Something forbidden slang
61 Billowing
garment
62 Colts’ moms
63 Extinct bird
64 Cosmetics
company
65 Demonstrate
66 Functions
67 Nerve network
68 More sensible
69 Dried up
DOWN
1 Daggers
2 Good bye. in

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

IMMO M000 DOOM
MMOO MMMO MOIAMM
OOMMOOOMO UMOMM
WOMB MONO@ MOO
00MM
MMOMMO
MOM WOMOMU
ODOM MOM QUOMM
MOM @MUM @MOM
0000M MOO MOM
OMOMOO MOMMO
OMOMMU
DOOM
MOM OOMMM MOOD
MEMO MOUUMMUMM
UWOMO =WO MOMM
MIAMMO WOMB UMMO
C,..Asiufliiiinr-c-,,inii
Montreal
3 - maid
4 Religious song
5 Czech capital
6 Stopping the
squeak
7 Holy one
8 Dateless
9 Soothe
10 Necklace
fastener
11 Band
instruments
12 Pond scum
13 Falls softly
22 Used a doorbell
24 Grand - Opry
27 Tavern order
28 Domicile abbr
29 Dip in liquid
30 Middle Eastem
garment
31 Implore
32 Soap-making
ingredient
33 Snake shape
34 Ac revs
Gardner

35 Neither here there
36 Spanish hero
El 37 Asner and
Sullivan
39 Single
40 One day time
43 Sailors replies
44 Edible root
46 Dress pan
47 Ship’s officer
48 Film award
49 Permission
50 Amtrak station
51 Actress Dunne
52 Rubber city
53 River of India
54 Lasso part
55 Below
56 Huge -antlered
deer
58 Refs
-ounterparts
59 Killing ern
corny’ co sta,

MEMM MEM= MN=
MN= MEM= MN=
MN= MEM= NEEN
NM= =MENNEN=
=NNE
MEMNON=
WEN NNE
NENNEMEN
dad=
NM= MIME MN=
MENEM
NEWMAN=
INN ENE
NEENdddd
=Odd
NMENNIMMENE MEM
=MN MIN= =MN
=ME =MEM =EN
dENE =MEM =NM
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Transit
From page 1
tion, but wished it was open
when the last train departed
at 10 p.m.
Elaine Lew, who commutes
from San Francisco, said she
attended SJSU last year and
enjoyed the station’s change in
appearance.
"I’m glad they restored it and
didn’t tear it down," she said.
"It’s very rare to find Spanish
tile and marble floors. These
old buildings have character
and a history behind them."
The station, built by Southern Pacific in 1935, was placed
on the National Register of
Historic Places as of April 1
1993, said Elizabeth McKee,
associate environmental planner-environmental historian for
Caltrans.
Architects and engineers had
to follow guidelines set forth by
the Secretary of the Interior in
rehabilitating buildings that
adhered to "the historic purpose and character of a property and its distinctive features,
finishes or construction techniques," McKee said.
"The project was supposed to

’I’m glad they
restored it and
didn’t tear it down.
It’s very rare to find
Spanish tile and
marble floors.
These old buildings
have character and
a history behind
them..9
Elaine Lew
kcal commuter

take 340 days," Power said. "But
we’ve been here two years."
He said they found asbestos
and lead on surfaces and they
had to do seismic upgrading on
the buildings.
Seismic work on the walls of
the central station required
them to "shoot" special concrete into holes they found in
the walls in order to preserve
the old plaster, Power said.
The seismic upgrading took

JEREMY HOGAN
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S.J. Amoroso employee Ruben Gonzales lays cement on a section of the CalTrain station on Cahill Street
them 38 feet up the walls, nine
feet underground and 10 feet
above the ceiling, he said.
A painting done by John
MacQuarrie in 1935, which
hangs above the ticket counter,
depicts the "colonization of

Santa Clara Valley, with a modern view of San Jose and the
Lick Observatory and a train
in the background clouds,"
McKee said.
The painting’s water-soluble
paint required "straight mineral

It was funded by Caltrans, the
Federal Transit Administration
and the Santa Clara County
Transportation Agency.
Plans are under way for a
grand-opening ceremony in
December.

spirits on clean wads of cotton wool" to clean the surface.
The restoration project, to be
completed in November, cost
about 86.5 million dollars, said
Patrick Pang, assistant project
manager for Caltrans.

Buildings: Master plan calls for replacement of campus buildings
"This is my fifth office in 15
science building on San Carlos
football seasons," Fan said. "I
Street where Scheller house
’We
must
be
ready
for
a
major
personally don’t view it as temcurrently sits.
porary ... If it was truly tempoTemporary status for a buildinflux of students in the next
rary, I’d be working out of someing does affect the money that
place new tomorrow," Fan said.
can go into it, Freeman said.
seven years.,
Building BB was purchased for
Basic repairs happen to the
the land not the building,
roof, the boiler, the air condiJ. Handel Evans
Freeman said.
tioner. "But there’s no upgradSAL Plysklent
Across campus in the Science
ing or money for programmatic
building, Joe Becker, professor of
uses," Freeman said.
physics, just wants the floor swept changed inside the building when it
Over at the "red bricks," the six
and the lights changed.
changed status to temporary. Things Residence Halls, work continues on
"When we call, they say, ’no, weren’t maintained or cleaned before, renovations to the first floor lounges,
your building is going to be torn and they still aren’t."
recreation and TV areas.
down.’ The building is really filthy,"
The university hopes to tear down
"We hope to have it all completed
Becker said.
the Science building and open up in this academic year," said Fred
Allen Tucker, chairman of the that space as "a grand entrance to Najjar, director of university housing.
physics department, with an office in the campus," Freeman said. The
"Personally, I don’t see anything
the Science building, said, "Nothing campus master plan shows a new changing in the next five years and

From page 1
all are to code," Freeman said.
The university is looking to the
future. New buildings "must be master planned before we can go for the
money" for them, Freeman said.
J. Handel Evans, president of SJSU,
said, "We must be ready for a major
influx of students in the next seven
years." The master plan allots land
and buildings to meet those needs.
In the meantime, life goes on inside
the temporary buildings.
Lawrence Fan, sports information
director at SJSU, has his office in
Building BB on Ninth Street, a large
house built in the 1930s, complete
with tile roof, laundry chute and
arched doorways

even probably several years beyond
that," Najjar said.
When the Residence Halls go, they
won’t go all at once. ’Where Allan,
Markham and Moulder Halls currently
are, the master plan shows two new
residence halls.
"They will provide more beds than
all six (of the red bricks) currently
do," Freeman said. "But since there’s
a surplus of rooms currently
(Residence Halls are at 70-80 percent
capacity), there will be no new housing until it is needed."
The master plan doesn’t show anything on the spot where Hoover,
Royce and Washburn Halls sit.
"That block will be land-banked,"
Freeman said, "for future use not yet
designated."

Taiko: Traditional Japanese art form on display
From page 1
drum, to the Bin-sasara, or serpine-like
wooden rattle made out of wood slates
strung together to make a snapping sound.
Traditionally, Taiko was used as a voice
of nature for the Shinto religion, the voice
of Buddha in Buddhism, in Japanese celebrations or to ward off enemies.
SJT has evolved Taiko into a contemporary art form, Roy said.
"We honor (the Japanese) tradition, but
now we are pushing a new tradition that
has a universal spirit and not just Japanese
tradition," said P.J. Hirabayashi, Roy’s wife
and creative director of SJT.
"We know our link to Japan, and now we
are expanding our boundaries to reflect our
experiences here (in the United States),"
P.J. said.
Anna Lin, repertoire and equipment
director, has been training with others to
learn how to play the shek’er’e from
Raymond Graham, &member of the performance group "Crossfire."
Lin, who started SJT in 1981 at the age of
10, has studied Taiko in Japan with the allwoman Taiko group Miyarabi Taiko.
Each member of SJT is proficient with each
instrument, so members can rotate positions
and diversify the pool of performers in case
one member cannot perform, P.J. said.
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San Jose Taiko member Mari Honda rehearses the song "Gendai Ni lkiru" on a Josuke drum.
SJT members also compose most of their
own music. Some use poetry as an influence, others use rhythms based on a certain pattern, Roy said.
That is the signature of SJT, P.J. said.
"We encourage members to contribute
artistically to add to the creative process. It
is a quilt made up of everybody’s experi-

ences that came together and make us
unique," P.J. said.
P.J., who got involved with SJT through
Roy 19 years ago, enjoys taiko because the
power of the drum can be used for selfreflection and growth. Everyone in SJT is
working toward a vision of perpetuating an
art form, she said.
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A Vacation Spot Where
Nude Men Hang

text by Joanne Griffith Domingue

I haven’t figured out where
to look when approached by
naked men.
I was faced with that dilemma in August while on vacation at
Lake Tahoe.
The day was clear. You could
almost see the cars going through
Cave Rock, all the way across the
lake on the Nevada side. The
water was calm not even a
ripple.
My husband and I decided it
was perfect for a boat trip across
the lake. We wanted to explore
the south shore of Incline Village
on the Nevada side of Tahoe. We
packed our cooler with brunch,
gassed up my 20-foot red and
white Searay ski boat at
Homewood, then vroomed across
the lake.
Soon we found a perfect
cove. Smooth boulders the size of
Toyotas lined the shore, with vestpocket sandy coves tucked in
between. We stopped, then
watched the anchor fall through
20 feet of clear water and nestle
in white sand on the lake bottom.
We munched a 10 a.m.
snack of egg salad sandwiches
and melon wedges. I sat on the
back of the boat, sipped iced tea,
dangled my feet in the lake,
absorbed in my Mary Morris
book, "Vanishing Animals."
My husband perched in the
shade of the boat’s awning,
working his New York Times
crossword puzzle
"It doesn’t get any better
than this," I thought
Splash.
Splash.
Splash
I read on.
SPLASH! SPLASH’ SPLASH’
I looked up. Naked men paddled toward me on rubber rafts. It

2wo I

1,.1,,ber /0 - 26, 0304

[ ETC.

seemed like an entire flotilla, but
in fact there were only three.
I didn’t know where to look.
At my husband? He hadn’t
noticed. At the sky? I almost fell
in the lake.
The two on their stomachs,
holding hands as they paddled,
weren’t the problem. It was the
one spread-eagled on his back,
knees pumping slowly as he
kicked his way along, that gave
me pause.
What if he waved? He waved
his WHAT? Was he being friendly? Or a pervert?
All could think of was how
he was getting the sunburn of his
life. Is there a special sunscreen
for those personal body parts?
Maybe super-hypoallergenic,
guaranteed not to give hives? I
hadn’t ever seen any in Long’s,
but then, I hadn’t been looking.
I decided to ignore the men
and look out into the lake. I could
hear a motor coming. A man
cruised gy slowly on his jet -ski.

NO! He’s totally
naked, too, except
for hi l 5ki yet. I
hoped he didn’t hit
any big wakes.

My fantasies flashed visions
of water-skiing, wearing only a
life vest. No way did I dare look at
the boat and skier going by.
Can’t look up, can’t look out,
can’t look AT the naked men. I
gaze toward shore.
OH MY GAWD! There are
naked men stretched out on their
backs on almost every boulder.
That’s it! Hoist the anchor.
Crank up the MerCruiser engine.
Move on. Enough’s enough. My
comfort zone was hung out to
dry.
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Some People Are Just Too White.

00
reams Worth A Shot
Arthur Agee in
"Hoop Dreams.

a review by

On the surface, "Hoop Dreams" is a documentary about two teen-agers and their struggle to become NBA stars.
But the true heart of the movie is the
insight it offers into two families who survive
on hopes and dreams that their sons will
become the next Isiah Thomas.
"Hoop Dreams" begins on the playgrounds of Chicago’s Cabrini Green housing
project where a basketball recruiter for a prestigious, "white" parochial high school, St.
Joseph’s, finds two talented basketball players,
14-year -olds Arthur Agee and William Gates.
Both boys, who are African-American, have
dreams of playing in the NBA.
Despite the boys’ low GPAs and their familys’ precarious financial status, both boys are
accepted into St. Joseph’s on basketball scholarships. St. Joseph’s is somewhat of a powerhouse in Illinois high school basketball and is
legendary as the school that launched Detroit
Piston Isiah Thomas’ NBA career.
The film, a documentary that took seven
years to make, follows the boys for five years
through high school and into their first year of
college. Over the years, the boys’ basketball
successes, failures and dreams, as showcased in
the documentary, make for nail-biting drama as
anyone who played high school ball will relive
the thrill of a winning free throw in the final
seconds of the game.
Although the basketball scenes are exciting, this documentary becomes noteworthy
because of the people who are in it. Through
interviews and candid moments with the Agee
and Gates families, basketball becomes more
than a sport Arthur and William excel in it
becomes a way of life.
While each family struggles under the
pressures of living only slightly above the poverty level, Agee’s and Gate’s basketball playing
receives overwhelming support. The families,
from Gate’s older brother, Curtis, to Agee’s
parents, who struggle throughout the film with
marital problems, pour their hopes and dreams

Michelle Maitre

into the two boys. The support network moves
beyond a simple instance of pride in and
encouragement of a talented family member
and becomes, to the families, a ticket for their
sons’ success that can’t be purchased any
other way.
"Hoop Dreams," while it follows the
hopes and dreams of the two young stars, is
most insightful in the glimpse it provides of the
hopes and dreams of the young players’ families.
The film also provides a candid and sometimes unsettling look into the recruiting practices of colleges and high schools. To the
schools, these teen-agers are commodities, and
"Hoop Dreams" highlights that with intelligence and style.
"Hoop Dreams" opens Friday at Los Gatos
Cinema.

review:
* * *

out of four

Hoops Dreams

We Can Fix That. Tan for 20% off1954

FT,

*with student I I) ElpiIeS Nov. 20.

Upscale Facilities and Service
Private Rooms with Stereos
Air Conditioning
Necessary

No Appointment

Coilbe

366-CABO
19676 Stevens Creek

Across

from N’allco

Gob
Toons

Starring: William Gates, Arthur
Agee, Isiah Thomas
Director: Steve James
Film By: Steve James, Fedenck
Marx, Peter Gilbert
Rated: PG -13
The reviews are the opinions of the writers, kinda like
the Opinion page, and does not necessarily reflect
those of the Spartan Daily management and staff
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The Mysterious
Ginseng Cigarette
No, it isn’t the miracle drug
and it isn’t the fountain of
youth. But with I’ve never
heard about it’ being the most
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common response to questions
about it, you’d think someone
was trying to keep it a secret.
’It" is the ginseng cigarette.
"Ginseng has a history in
2,000 years of Chinese mythology," Ron Rambadt of the
Ginseng Board of Wisconsin
says. He says there isn’t any
empirical data on any possible
health benefits related to ginseng.
It’s reputation comes
mainly from Chinese mythology," he says.
Raymond Chao, owner of
World Ginseng Center, says
ginseng is good for your
health.
It’s good for your heart
and (blood) circulation," he
says. Some say it is good for
arthritis."
’Ginseng,’ says Rambadt,
can be helpful in relieving
stress and the adverse effects
from drinking and smoking.’
According to an article in
the Wisconsin Ginseng
Reporter, ’Ginseng has been
claimed to have a general
strengthening (tonic) effect,
while also raising physical and
mental capacity for work. Also
reported are remedial properties in diabetes, neuroses, radiation illness and certain types
of anti-cancer properties."
The traditional way to
ingest ginseng is by boiling the
root to make a soup.
In the Chinese custom,
soup is the most popular way
to take ginseng," Rambadt
says. For Americans there
are teas and capsules that are
more popular."
As for the elusive ginseng
cigarette, nobody seems to
have heard of it. Nobody at
the Ginseng Research Institute
of American has heard of it.
Rambadt says he hasn’t heard
of it.
Chao says he hasn’t heard
of the cigarettes, but he does
know ginseng leaves can be
used the same way as tobacco
leaves.
But Joe Shin, an employ-

ee at Goodlile in San Jose, says
he has heard of them.
However, he emphatically
denies smoking ginseng will
produce the health benefits
associated with the root.
"Cigarettes don’t do anything," he says. "Burning it is
just for the smell. If you smoke
it, it’s bad for you and doesn’t
do anything.’
Rambadt suggests that the
ginseng cigarettes may be
made for smokers to replace
tobacco cigarettes. That suggestion was followed with the
ever popular, but I don’t
know.’
As with most products
generally unheard of, there is
the usual lack of information
about it. Dr. Robert Latta at
student health services cautions
against smoking something little is known about.
"People will probably
smoke almost anything," Latta
says. ’Sometimes you don’t
know the toxicity, but by the
time it is converted to smoke it

may be carcinogenic."
The Poison Control Center
says there is no serious toxicity
to their knowledge, but an
individual may have problems
with it.
The general student population around campus seem
hesitant when asked if they
would try the ginseng cigarette. A flat no was the common response from non-smokers and smokers alike.
But junior journalism
major Greg Kitamura tried it.
His initial response: ’It’s got a
scent that reminds me of my
home in Japan." Kitamura quit
smoking but says that if he did
still smoke, he wouldn’t switch
from tobacco to ginseng cigarettes
"(Ginseng cigarettes) are
different. They don’t have the
bite, or the zing of tobacco,"
he says. It’s like smoking air."
Kitamura gave ginseng cigarettes a satisfaction grade of C,
saying that even if the cigarettes had health benefits he
probably still wouldn’t smoke
them.
’So far it tastes like
paper," says San Francisco
State graduate student Cheri
Ketchum as she takes her first
drag. It kind of tastes like
sweet hay. Not that I know
what sweet hay tastes like, but
that’s the best analogy I can
make."
Ketchum says that she
would smoke ginseng cigarettes. ’I’ll smoke just about
anything when I’m drinking
so I’d probably smoke them."
She gave ginseng cigarettes a
B. saying It’s not as bad as 1
thought it would be.
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SUIT YOURSELF ART EXHIBIT:

Playing With A
When an idea comes to mind, the best thing
to do is reach for the stars and run with it. So
when Lisa Ricci came up with an idea for an art
show, she climbed up the stairway to heaven and
brought 53 aspiring artists with her.
It started one day when Ricci, a San Jose
State University senior art major, began thinking
of all the people she knew in the art building
who created wonderful artwork. She imagined
how great it would be if an art show could display a sample of their creations.
However, Ricci needed a theme which could
bring a large group of artists together. She
decided that a deck of cards could represent the
group of artists, yet it could also be combined to
create something equal among themselves.
The idea of Suit Yourself was born.
"I wanted to bring SJSU students together in
one theme and show them the best that we have

Queen of Spades by Fil

(in the art department)," Ricci says.
Ricci is extremely proud of what she and
SJSU art graduate, Stephen DelTour, co-curator
of the show, have accomplished. The show will
be located in the largest gallery in the art building. Both curators have contacted publications
such as "Metro and ’City Revolt" for publicity as
well as circulating fliers advertising the show
around campus.
In the early stages of planning the show,
Ricci and DelTour made a list of 120 artists that
they felt could contribute to the show. Through
the process of elimination, the two curators soon
had a list of 54 artists who would create original
pieces for the show. Both curators are also participants in the show.
Each artist represents a specific card from
a full deck of playing cards, including the jokers.

Fulind

The task for the artist was to create a non-traditional card through their own interpretation.
Ricci and DelTour randomly selected cards
for the artist. The ultimate goal was to produce
a piece of art which represented the style and
card of the artist.
The artwork Ricci and DelTour received
exceeded their expectations. The fact that the
artists put so much into the whole project is
amazing. The ideas they came up with are pretty
incredible," DelTour says.
The show includes all aspects of media and
the artwork can be hung or three-dimensional.
The show features sculptures, digital art, paintings, photography and hand-made books.
Ricci’s piece is three-dimensional and holds
a personal meaning for her, as well as being an
interpretation of her card, the 10 of hearts. She
named it ’Ten of Hearts/Burnt Again." It
involves wire entwining 10 burned cigarettes and two matchbooks. One
matchbook contains text with a heart
burned in the center. The second
matchbook has the phrase ’thank you"
printed on it.
There is a lot of personal and
emotional feeling behind my piece,’
Ricci explains. She describes the message of her work as somewhat sarcastic. "My message is something like,
’Thanks for burning me again.
Elizabeth Craven, a secondyear graduate of master of arts, is an
artist participating in Suit Yourself.
She created her piece after the seven
of diamonds. She was happy to be
involved in the art show.
it gave me and a lot of other
artists a project to work on during the
summer," she says. Craven is looking
forward to seeing what other artists
have come up with.
Ricci hopes that Suit Yourself
will benefit the artists as well as the
audience.
It would be nice for some of
the artists to get some type of recognition from their peers," she says with
a wishful note in her voice.
Ricci would also like to see more SJSU students who aren’t art majors come into the art
building to see what the art department has to
offer. As soon as students walk in to the
gallery, they are going to notice that every piece
is completely different," she says.
Suit Yourself is something that everyone
can get into because there’s so many pieces in
the show and so many different kinds of art.
Every student will find at least one item that
they are going to like and they’ll remember it
every time they pick up a deck of cards," Ricci
says.
The art show will take place Oct. 24
through Oct. 28, from 9 a.m. to 8
p.m. A reception will be held Oct. 25
from 6 to 8 p.m.
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Fosters Freeze Frenzy!
If
you’re
hungry,
Fosters Freeze is the
place to go. Whether
your craving a juicy
burger, grilled chicken
sandwich or a creamy
shake, we’ll be sure to
satisfy your appetite.

Buy One Sun -Up
Breakfast Sandwich,
get one free

1

Limit one coupon per customer.
per visit. Not valid with any other
oiler. Valid only at 4th Street
location. Expires 11-15-94
Fosters Freeze Food & Fountain
698 N 4th SI. San Jose (at Taylor)
Call Onint In: (408) 292-1505
co 1994 Fosters Freeze
La*, Promotion PIC118(11 F und, Inc

Double Burger, Small
Fries, and 16 oz. Drink

FREEZE

Lend one coupon per customer,
per visit Not valid with any other
oiler Valid only at 4th Street
location Expires 11-15-94

FOOD & FOUNTAIN’

698 N. 4th St.
San Jose (at Taylor)
Call Order In:
(408) 292-1605
Footom Flo.. food four.,
oof Info
Foos, ttf Ipostereo tr000meha el Foolon
Freon tornabond Inc

$3.99

Fosters Freeze Food .5 Fountain
698 N 4111 SI San Jose (at Taylor)
Call Order In: (408) 292-1505
i994 Fosters Free,.
salesPromolmn Program Fund, Inc
L.

OCTOBERFEST
PINT NIGHT

*AO

TONIGHT AT 8:00pm.

4 Buy the

1st pint of Samuel
Adams for $4.22 and keep
the glass.

4 Refills are only
LIVE BAND

HIPNOTICS
Band starts at 9:30pm

citos4

31 E. Santa Clara Street, Downtown San Jose
293-1118 Between 1st and 2nd Street
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uncovenn to cover stor
RIGHT: Many of the people at Lupin have been
members for years. Bill
Pooley. right, has been
going there for 17 years
Pooley has even brought
his three sons with him
to enjoy the solitude of
Lupin. William Riddle,
legs, has been a member for two years. Riddle
used to skinny dip when
he was 12 years old in
Glasco, Kentucky. He
now works on electro
magnetic interference at
the satellite production
company Space Systems
Loral. Being nude at
Lupin is not mandatory,
except when in the pool
or hot tub where swimsuits are prohibited.

October 20 - 26, 1994

Where Yo
But You S
The business phone rings and Glen Stout,
owner, answers it. And for once, he’s not flake(
"No. I’m wearing clothes right now," he c
firms.
Stout owns Lupin Naturist Club in Los Gat
a 110-acre private club and resort where so
nudity is a way of life.
Lupin is based in the Santa Cruz Mounta
near Lexington Reservoir, just a hop, skip
jump away from San Jose State University.
Naturists side with the European philosop
where being nude, mostly at beaches, is
majority way of thinking. They believe this is h
we were put on earth, and nudism helps bri
down all prejudices. Nudism is looked at as a
enhancing experience.
Sterling Hoffmann, an SJSU student a

Lupin has many activities to offer its 1,000 members. People can play tennis and volleyball,
enjoy two hot tubs and a pool and find a lot of open space to sunbathe. Jim Cirner. a 59-year-
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lupin Naturist Club:
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old electronic technician, and Vicki Trussell, a semi -conductor engineer in plasma etching
are typical members who find the club a good place to relax and soak in the sun

ir IdVti Is Legal
till Get Mg,

text by Jim Seimas
photos by Frank Cava

maintenance worker at Lupin, prided his
"It’s not entirely seasonally driven but it’s sunshine
naturism experience enough to write an
driven. (These places) have been growing since the ’30s,
English 1B paper on it.
but not exploding," Stout says.
"I find it very easy to make friends here.
Visitors and club members have all been previously
screened to help ensure the safety of the women. All the
I feel that I have nothing to prove or cover
women interviewed at the club felt the screening process
up," Hoffman writes.
The resort is not under the redwoods,
was a big plus in becoming a member.
"This is not a bar or a pick-up scene," Stout says.
but surrounded by them, with an abundance
Alcohol is served in Lupin’s restaurant, one of many
of sunlight during the summer months.
Clubs such as these give advice for firstfacilities available for use. Lupin also boasts two tennis
courts and swimming pools, a sauna, a volleyball court,
timers that the anxiety and feeling of selfhiking trails, massage parlors, horseshoes and ping pong.
consciousness are short-lived. The person disAt night, the members dress up for dances, socializrobing will soon realize this is better than
ing, games, movies or slide shows. The club has also
being conspicuously covered.
"Everyone else does it and respects
brought in bands to play.
George Chyssials, 65, got a jump on naturism during
you," says restaurant employee Florence P.
the mid-’50s in Europe. He was a staff sergeant in the Air
(who refused to give her last name). "People
Force at the time, stationed on an island in the North Sea.
here are really close to nature."
Florence was drawn to Lupin because it
"I got a train ride, housing, two meals a day for two
people, for two weeks all for $75. That’s one of the
was a place where she could exchange work
for rent.
things that intrigued me most the price," Chyssials says.
The variety of visitors range from infants
"And I was very curious about this nudist thing."
He has been a member of Lupin since 1959, but his
to 80-year -olds, but mostly the people are
membership has gone off and on through the years.
from the baby-boom generation. Lupin has
"We bought a cabin, and we raised our kids (five chilseen and welcomed all races and nationalidren) here practically. We brought them here
ties, gays and lesbians. The club has also
every weekend," Chyssials says.
lured amputees, and a woman who
He and his wife are one of the
received a mastectomy.
many married couples at the club. At
"It’s an adventure the first
Lupin, approximately 60 percent
time, and I fell in love with
’It’s
are married, and 40 percent are
.
it," Stout says. "Nobody is
single.
born to this. People stumChyssials has come to play
ble into it."
tennis with his partner, Joy. He
Stout himself stumprefers nude tennis as
bled upon the club
opposed to clothed because
with his wife in 1967.
he doesn’t feel as restricted.
later
Ten
years
"I play a high level of hit
George Bouffil, the
and giggle," he jokes.
owner at the time,
Sonya Holland, 45, and
became ill. Stout and
her friend Jennifer, 22, are
his wife purchased the
both single. They met at a
club and have been
nude beach in Tahoe 10 years
running it ever since.
ago. Jennifer is dating
He felt that Lupin, a
- Ken
Holland’s son.
former winery, would not
They both come to Lupin for
Lupi n Naturist
have survived unless somethe same reason tennis and volone did something. This was
Club member
leyball both of which draw really
a big part in deciding to make
competitive players in their eyes.
the purchase.
"We’re kind of jocks, but we come for
Before Stout bought Lupin,
the sun too," Holland says.
ownership changed hands several times.
Jennifer, who was raised as a nudist, is one of the
Along the way, members took it over and ran
youngest people at Lupin on this Sunday. The age differit during World War II.
ence between her and the other members does not make
Lupin was founded by George Spray in
her feel out of place.
1936, and has changed names several times
"I’ve known these people forever. I grew up with
since then. It was formerly Lupin Lodge for
them. They’re like family," Jennifer says.
the longest duration of its existence.
Both women feel the taboo of conversing about and
"Spray was pretty brave I’d say, to do
experiencing nudism has put mild restraints in it gaining
something as radical as this in 1936," Stout
notoriety.
says.
"For us, it’s just normal. It’s what we do," Holland
Stout feels 50 percent of his business
says.
comes from word of mouth. The other 50 is
Ken and Georgina are another married couple at
from 1,000 different places.
Lupin. They have been members for two months, but have
The club has approximately 1,000 memknown about the club for four years.
bers and on a busy weekend sees about 500
"I like how we can commute a very short distance and
sun-soakers make their way to his hidden
feel like we’re in the country," Georgina says.
paradise. Lupin has more than doubled its
Most people go out of their way to be friendly she
membership from 10 years ago.

like
belonging to a very
nice country club,
but you’re naked,
and you don’t have
to deal with sweaty
clothes while
playing tennis.’

John, a 54-year-old real estate manager from Lafayette, has been going
to Lupin, a nudist colony located in the Santa Cruz Mountains, twice a
month since he joined six months ago.

says, drawing comparisons to clubs
that form cliques like the Decathlon
Club and Gold’s Gym.
The club has undergone heavy
renovation and boasts new structures after being hit hard by the
Loma Prieta earthquake. The couple
feels Lupin would not have been as
attractive if it didn’t have tennis or
pools.
"It’s like belonging to a very
nice country club, but you’re naked,"
Ken says, "and you don’t have to
deal with sweaty clothes while playing tennis."
Jennifer says that the public
views the nudist lifestyle as a dirty
one, where perversion is a given, and
men pick up on women.
"A lot of people don’t think it’s
this (nice), they have misconceptions," she says.
As far as business is concerned
for Stout, naturism will continue to
grow in popularity. He says he has
everything he wants, regardless of its
acceptance.
He drapes a towel over his
shoulder as he bares his soul of all
worries and clothes, while heading
up to his prized possession the
volleyball court.

OTHER LOCAL NUDIST
HANG OUTS:
Bonny Coon Beach
Take Highway 1 to the intersection with Bonny Doon Road, 11
miles north of Santa Cruz.
Four Mile Beach
Starting from Santa Cruz, this
beach is four miles north of the
junction of Mission Boulevard
with Highway 1. It is located at
the Baldwin Creek crossing of
Highway 1. Nudists sunbathe at
the south end of the beach.
Gray Whale Cove
Take Highway 1, five miles south
of the San Francisco suburb of
Pacifica, and one mile north of
the town of Montara.
Laguna del Sol
8683 Rawhide Lane, Wilton
(916) 687-6550
Sequoains
P.O. Box 2095, Castro Valley
(415) 582-0194

You can contact Lupin Naturist Club
at P.O. Box 1274, Los Gatos. The
phone number is (408) 353-2250.
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It’s Nift4.
It’s Thrift4.
It’s A Dollar FIN.
text by Tina Casalino
photos by Jeremy Hogan
Imagine a store that sells Esprit shirts for $3,
leather jackets for $IO and Doc Marten shoes for $S.
Does it sound too good to be true? If so, you probably aren’t too familiar with thrift shops stores
that sell second-hand clothing.
Thrift stores are becoming increasingly popular
among high school and college students. It is now
socially acceptable to be seen shopping for clothing
in a second-hand store.
Thrift stores are quickly becoming
a major fashion trend. Fashion magazines like "Sassy" and "YM" often
encourage their readers to patronize thrift shops. Occasionally,
these magazines even feature
their models dressed in clothing
from these various stores.
Holly Herman, an eighth-grader at Almaden County Middle School,
shops at second-hand stores frequently, not only for the price, but also for the
style and variety of clothing she finds.
"The styles found in thrift shops can be a lot
different than from what the media shows viewers
in the mall," she explains.
When asked why she thinks people shop at

thrift shops, Herman replies, ’People are looking
for a bargain."
Herman smiles proudly as she recalls a few bargains she has found at thrift shops. One day while
browsing, she discovered a $60 Calvin Klein sweater
for $2. Another time, she bought a $100 velvet jacket for $1.50.
Julie Russell, the manager of Eleanor’s, a classy
used clothing store, says, "People can get designer
clothes for a good price." She says many people
shop at her store for work clothing. She suggests
financial reasons may be why people shop there.
’Some people have to work with a tight budget, Russell says.
Common clothing items most thrift shops sell
include jeans, sportswear, bathing suits, flannels,
purses, belts, lingerie, jackets, prom dresses, tuxedos, jewelry, shoes, wigs and Halloween costumes.
Paula Matta, a San Jose State University junior,
says she likes the unique qualities of thrift store
clothing. ’It’s not like shopping at department
stores where there’s 10 of the exact same thing.’
Although she is not a regular shopper at thrift
stores, she likes the prices that thrift stores
offer on clothing.
Jack Walker, a sophomore at
Los Gatos High School, is not a regular shopper either, but he recently
went to the Salvation Army to find
a pair of bell bottoms and platform shoes for his Halloween costume.
Scott Manthey, a student at
Leigh High School, says many of his
friends shop at thrift stores for used
jeans.
"Jeans that have been worn a number
of times fit better," he explains.
One disadvantage of buying clothing from
thrift shops is the ’no return policy,’ which almost
all thrift shops have. Lucy Moran, a S.ISU creative

Carmen Soto examines a human hair wig at Goodwill, on Meridian
Avenue in San Jose. "This has to be from the ’60s," she says. Soto
shops at thrift stores for cheap human hair wigs, among other
things. "They’ll never know it’s the same wig when I’m through
with it," she says.
arts major, warns,"Make sure you really want it before you buy
it.
Moran, a single mother who buys clothing for herself and
her son at local thrift shops, says she is creating a style for herself while saving money. One person’s garbage can be someone else’s treasure,’ she points out. Moran says she was introduced to the idea of thrift shops through Frank Schiavo, a professor of environmental studies at SJSU. Moran says about
Schiavo, "He wants to stop waste in the world. His motto is
’recycle, reduce, reuse."’
Pat Foreman, manager at the Salvation Army’s main store,
says, "I think thrift stores are a wonderful place to shop. You
never know what you may find."
Foreman, who has been at the Salvation Army for three
months, is proud of the wide selection of clothing available at
her store. Foreman refers to people who shop at thrift stores
often as ’persistent bargain hunters." She says, ’People who
like to go to garage sales will shop at thrift stores because
garage sales aren’t going on during the week."
Steve Spivak, the public relations manager for Goodwill,
says, ’People come to us not only because our prices are low,
but also because the quality of our merchandise is good.’
Herman doesn’t think there’s a difference in new and used
clothing. She compares second-hand clothing to cars. ’People
buy used cars, so why not buy used clothing?’

LOCAL THRIFT STORES

"What a find," says Carmen Soto as she tries on a fluffy, black jacket she found at Savers, which is located at
2222 Business Circle in San Jose.
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Savers
2222 Business Circle
San Jose 287-0591

Goodwill
1579 Meridian Ave.
Willow Glen 266-7151

Eleanor’s
Cambrian Park Plaza
San Jose 879-9100

Twice As Nice Boutique
10891 S. Blaney Ave.
Cupertino 446-0351

The Salvation Army
1494 Halford Ave.
Santa Clara 249-1715

Happy Dragon Thrift Shop
245 W. Main St.
Los Gatos 354-4072

American Cancer Society
1451 Foxworthy Ave.
San Jose 265-5535

Nearly New Shop
225 E. Maude Ave.
Sunnyvale 732-6202
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’NEW NIGHTMARE’:

YOU WON’T
WANT TO
WAKE UP
a review by Chris

C A 12
Great sale...lions of
Sports & Non-tirawis Cards
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100/c OFF ANY PURCHASE

mccrellis-Mitchell

The popcorn was stale, the Coke was flat, but
the "New Nightmare" movie was anything but
that.
The mood was rowdy, the audience was loud,
it didn’t take long before fear hit the crowd.
It started with blood, with Freddy’s new
knives, it started with Freddy taking innocent lives.
By the time it was over, by the time it was
done, the question remains, "Will there be another one?"
"New Nightmare," director Wes Craven’s
newest addition to the "Nightmare On Elm Street"
series he started in 1984, is an intelligent, original
piece of work. And it’s good for the series that
both Craven and Krueger are back.
It’s good for them too. They have both been
needing new life and new blood. Craven, after
"Shocker" and "The
several disappointments
People Under The Stairs" needs this to be a hit
to remain a credible fright movie director. Krueger,
who has been running around in the same run-ofthe-mill plots, needed this movie to remain credible as a top fearmaker.
Also returning are "Nightmare" veterans
Heather Langencamp, John Saxon and Robert
Englund who reprise their original roles as well as
play themselves.
While the other sequels were mired in one-liners and bad acting, "New Nightmare" is fresh and
involved. There is more thinking required when
watching it.
The basic premise of the movie is Wes Craven
is working on a new script based on his own
nightmares for which he wants Langencamp to
star in. Meanwhile, Langencamp who is having
nightmares and phone calls of her own, and
friends and family are getting mysteriously killed
off.
While it would be easy to attribute the killings
to Freddy Krueger, the movie is meant to be true
life, so somebody else has to be behind it. This cre-
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leather Ldngenkamp, as herself, discovers the boiler room where she must confront her nightmares in
Wes Craven’s New Nightmare." Photo by Joseph
Viles, New Line Cinema.
ates a kind of whodunit.
Craven sets up the audience more than once for a
surprise which sometimes doesn’t always come when
expected. More than once, the music builds up for
Freddy to make an appearance and it doesn’t happen.
Then, right after you let your guard down, BOO!
The biggest problem with "New Nightmare" is
one the Gaffe Squad from "Premiere" magazine will
have a field day with. In one scene, Langencamp hits
her head and it causes a cut just above her left eye.
This happens about a third of the way into the movie
and it’s constantly changing shape, size and color. It’s
similar to watching an amoeba under a microscope.
Another problem, which can easily be taken care
of, is there are many visual references and in-jokes to
the original "Nightmare on Elm Street." Without giving
away too much, let’s just say Heather’s got to wash
that gray right out of her hair.
Neither of these problems are enough to ruin the
movie, but they are more like little inconveniences.
"New Nightmare" was innovative, "New
Nightmare" was pure gore that’s why I give it three
stars out of four.

REVIEW:
* * *

I out of four I

Wes Craven’s New Nightmare
Starring: Heather Langenkamp,
Robert Englund, Wes Craven,
Miko Hughes, John Saxon

Play Pool
for Half
Price!
SJSU Students get 50% off
our regular price from
1 2p.m.-7p.m. everyday!
Don’t forget our Happy Hour 420 South First Street,
Downtown San Jose
Ap m -7p m , Monday -Friday
Behveen
Drinks,
$2 Well
San Salvador & William
Draft,
$2 Domestic
(408) 294-7800
$2 House Wine
$2 Beer

21 and Over

of the Week

SAek 449

-1E=11-0 RUTT

1.00

DRAUGHT
GUINNESS
or
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Director and Writer: Wes

Expires Dec 4M 1994.

Rated: R
The reviews are the opinions of the writers, kinda like the Opinion page, and
does not necessarily reflect those of the
Spartan Daily management and staff
Heather Langenkamp, center, is restrained by hospital staff as she
attempts to save her son. Photo by Joseph Viles, New Line Cinema
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Ever had a dream you were naked in class? For some, it’s not a dream

it’s a job.
LEFT. Fine
arts major
Jodie
Anderson
concentrates
on her
depiction of
nude model
Sterling
Hoffman
Monday in
her life painting class.
BELOW:
Industrial
design major
Sterling
Hoffman has
been a nude
model for
three years.

LI

tLo
text by Tim Schwalbach
hotn, t)N, Jeanette L. Hanna

Hey San Jose State
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Michelangelo’s David, like
Leonardo da Vinci’s Mona Lisa, is
one of the most recognized art
works in the world.
The 10-foot colossal pose,
sculpted between 1501 and 1504,
reveals each swelling vein constructed of muscle, the rugged
torso and limbs, and the large
hands and feet of the human figure at ease.
The sculpture of David is
nude.
At San Jose State
University, nude models pose
for students in life drawing
and figure painting classes.
"One gets to draw the
highest, most beautiful form
in creation the human
being," Leroy Parker, SJSU
life drawing instructor, says.
"This sense of beauty
and proportion is right there
on the surface. The beauty of
the soul through the mind is
reflected on the body and
that’s what constitutes line
and shape forms," says
Parker, who has been teaching at SJSU since 1969.
Sterling Hoffmann, an
industrial design junior, models nude at SJSU.
In 1986, Hoffmann
enrolled in his first life drawing class at the Academy of
Art College in San Francisco
and has been drawing for
most of his life.
Soon thereafter, he volunteered to become a nude model
and has been working on his own
ever since. Now in his third year as
a nude model, Hoffmann says he
is enjoying his first semester posing at SJSU.
"I have a lot fun doing this,
but it takes a lot of work. It’s
physically challenging to stand in
one pose for a long period of
time, Hoffmann says. "I think I
do it well."
While others disregard the
idea of stripping down to the bare

bones before a bunch of artists,
Hoffmann greets it with a smile.
"At first, I felt a little intimidated, but then I got used to it,"
he says. "I feel a very professional
sense from the students, there is
no gawking. Everybody understands their purpose and that
helps me out as a model."
Model secretary Na’kisha
Crawford is the person responsible for hiring nude models like

Models are not guaranteed scheduling and are aware of that fact
before coming to see Crawford.
Every life drawing class
begins with a lecture, which may
include a brief slide presentation,
about inspiration and the creative
imagination and how to strengthen that creative imagination
through focusing on drawing.
Gesture drawing, a warm-up
exercise, is a one-minute pose
that uses the quickness of
the mind and the eye to perceive an image in order to
achieve proportions.
There are a series of 15
to 20 standard poses for
nude models. A model poses
for 20-minute intervals for
each pose, and a specific
pose could last up to four
hours or even days.
Drawing life, particularly
nude models, is a challenge
for students who take the
classes.
"The human body is so
multifaceted, it’s amazingly
complicated and there’s
always more that you’re
learning with your drawing,"
graphic design major Scott
Reynolds says, who has been
drawing ever since he could
get up onto the bathroom
counter to squeeze out a
tube of Crest on the bath-

Hoffmann. She is also responsible
for scheduling their sessions and
firing them.
"If they (nude models) cancel
or if they don’t conduct themselves in a professional manner or
if they break any of the rules and
regulations, I am responsible for
letting them go," Crawford says.
"The only thing I have to worry
about is getting weirdos (and)
people that are perverts."
Nude models work three
hour sessions each timo they are
scheduled, they receive $9.50 an
hour and 128.50 a session.

Both students and professors
agree that drawing nude models
is beautiful art a creation of
self-worth and artistic accomplishment. They also feel that religion
has no place in its existence.
"I happen to be deeply religious and a Baptist myself. My
father’s a Baptist preacher,"
Parker says.
"The human figure represents the reality, the truth of the
way we’re beautifully constructed
by the creator."

MOM mirror.

Here’s a
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He’s the reigning king of pop parody, the self proclaimed "King of
Geeks," the madman of musical mutations. He’s "Weird Al" Yankovic and he
will appear at the San Jose Civic
Auditorium Saturday as part of his
"Alapalooza" tour.
"Weird Al," in his 15th year of
masterful musical humor, will visit San
Jose to promote his recently released
four -CD boxed set, "Permanent
Record," and his new single, "Headline
News," a sendup of the Crash Test
Dummies hit, "Mmm, Mmm, Mmm,
Mmm."
Known for his hilarious sendups of
songs by musicians as diverse as James
Brown, Dire Straits, REM., Nirvana,
Tone-Lcx, Greg Khin and Madonna, he
has sold more humorous albums than
any other person in history.
"I thought he was really funny
when I was a kid, mainly his lyrics" says
junior music major Matt Barnes.
Yankovic was born Oct. 23 in
Lynwood, California in 1959. He started
taking accordion lessons at age seven.
He received his bachelor’s degree of arts
at Cal Poly, where he had his own "Dr.
Dimento"-like show appropriately
named "The ’Weird Al’ Show."
When he put out his debut selftitled album, he was working in a mail
MOM.
"It was good enough to get me a
second album deal," Yankovic says.
That album, "Weird Al in 3-D" put him
on the comedy map It sported
Yankovic’s first big hit "Eat It," for
which he won a Grammy in the Best
Comedy Recording category. The record
was also listed by People magazine as
one of the 10 best albums of 1984.
His career was greatly helped by
heavy air play on "The Dr. Dimento
show," the now infamous comedy radio
show. It was this same show where Al
was inspired by the likes of legendary
comedic musicians Stan Freberg, Tom
Lehrer and Spike Jones It didn’t take
long for "Weird Al" to find the same
place in the hearts of Dementites and
Dementoids.
"If it weren’t for him, I would been
a really depressed architect," Yankovic

says. The two are now friends and
Yankovic says the relationship is "strictly
platonic."
Yankovic has since released five
albums, two compilations albums, a
movie, and three home videos. He has
had seven Grammy nominations, two of
which he won, and has received many
nominations and awards for his subsequent videos.
"He’s innovative in a psychotic
way, and he’s funny.. simple as that,"
says Dave West, a graphic design senior.
His new single rips on the media
frenzy caused by the sensationalized
stories of Michael "Thank you sir, may I
have another" Fay, Tonya "Take her out
of the picture" Harding and John
"AGHHHH!" Wayne Bobbitt. The Crash
Test Dummies liked it so much, at a
recent Canadian awards show, they
allowed "Weird Al" to sing his version
while they played the accompaniment.
Al now resides alone in Los Angeles
where he is getting more involved in his
directing. After directing a
new love
few of his own videos, he is working on
a treatment for a cable movie. He is also
getting ready to work on an album for
spring 1995. For now, local Yankovic
fans will have to be satisfied by his performance Saturday.
The show will feature many songs
from Al’s most recent album,
"Alapalooza," including "Jurassic Park"
a parody of Jimmy Webb’s classic
"MacArthur Park," and the Red Hot
Chili Peppers take -off "Bedrock
Anthem," about the modern Stone Age
family, the Flinstones
The concert will also display many
of Al’s greatest hits and some golden
oldies There will be many costume
changes and film and video clips shown
on a big screen.
"First and foremost it will be a high
energy rock-and-roll show," Yankovic
says
Opening for "Weird Al" will be San
Jose native Howie Nave, who combines
topical humor with comical songs.
The show starts at 8 p.m Tickets
are $15 and $12.50 for students
through BASS
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You So
’...ugly goes to the bone.’
Highlighted with a yellow marker in my
copy of this past week’s "TV Guide" was the
pay-per -view television program "Supermodel of
the World" competition. Or was it the
"Supermodel of the Year competition. I don’t
remember. I was too busy trying to figure out
how to program the VCR to pay close attention
to the title.
In case you don’t know what I’m talking
about, here’s the story in an A-cup.
Someone, probably a man, decided to
parade some of the world’s most beautiful
women around a beach in various states of
undress. They were then evaluated on their
poise, grace and dare I say the word, boobies (a
word that has made me blush since I was a
child).
The "lucky" woman who wins the competition receives a lucrative modeling contract, a
town house she’ll never see and a lifetime supply of Virginia Slim cigarettes to keep her thin.
Except for the fact I couldn’t afford to pay
for the program, I might have watched it. Only
for its journalistic value though; I wouldn’t have
enjoyed it.
OK, sure, the program is demeaning to
women everywhere and it just objectifies their
bodies like sports cars or stereos. And besides
judging someone for their physical beauty, it
also completely ignores the fact that these models, some even as old as 14, have led full lives
and have intellects to match their years.
I don’t want to say these women are dumb,
though. That would only be buying into the
stereotype that beautiful women can only be
dumb, good-looking men can fix anything and
short, pipe-smolon’, baseball cap wearin’ weekly
columnists are inherently sexy (the last part’s
true, though).
You can’t really blame me for just wanting
to catch a few minutes of the show. I’m just like
every other hot-blooded, single, frustrated male
in America. If I see a patch of bare skin on the
television screen while channel surfing, I’ll sprain
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my thumb on the remote control trying to find it
again. If it turns out to be something more than a
soap commercial, I’m there for the duration of the
scene.
If there are several good scenes, I’ll order out for
a pizza and call it an evening.
I defy anyone to tell me the human body is not
a very interesting subject. And beauty, as defined by
the individual and by cultures can be a very subjective thing Me? I like women in glasses.
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Monday-Friday
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Monday- Friday

Nightly Specials on drinks and food!
Dorothy Parker once wrote "Men don’t make
passes at girls who wear glasses." I don’t believe it I
find women who wear them sexy in a librarian sort
of way. I would like to see some of those super models in glasses. Oooh, I get the willies just thinking
about it.
Ogden Nash, one of my favorite wordsmiths,
said in response to Ms. Parker’s lament that "...safety pins and bassinets awaits the girl that fascinets."
Nash, to coin the phrase, had it goin’ on. The sexiest
part of a person is their mind.
At least I’ve been telling women that for years
while showing them an X-ray of my skull.
In truth, anyone can tell you what is beautiful.
Someone could have a good complexion, nice teeth,
a healthy body and a fat bank account to keep all of
the aforementioned amenities for years, but if he or
she doesn’t have a complementary personality, that
person could be really ugly. One of my favorite sayings is "beauty is only skin deep, but ugly goes to
the bone." Whoever thought that up probably didn’t
mean it in the same context as I do, but it works anyway.
So while we can poo-poo shows such as
"Supermodel of the Whatever" as being shallow,
keep in mind the women in the program could really
be sexy, intellectually speaking, and we wouldn’t
know it.
I think I can safely say, though, if I saw one of
those supermodels cruising down the street in a pair
of wire-framed or even horn-rimmed glasses, I would
probably walk into a lamppost. I get the willies just
thinking about it.
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